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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

Innovative RSS

If you're looking for something to
read your favorite blogs and news channels with, Awasu is far and
away one of your best choices. It comes with:

· a modern and fully customizable user interface.
· individually configurable channels.
· different ways to let you know when new stuff arrives.
· quick access to your favorite channels.
· feed archiving and an advanced search engine.

You can also do more advanced things like:
· download your favorite podcasts.
· integrate with blogging tools.
· automatically keep your blogroll up-to-date.
· take information from within Awasu and republish it.
· keep different PC's in sync with each other.

Take the tour or check out the feature list for more details.

And best of all? It's free!

 

Powerful RSS

But if you want a tool for monitoring information from any source,
something that will let you intelligently manage the information
flow, that offers powerful features not available in any other feed
reader, then Awasu is your only choice.

http://www.awasu.com/tour/
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Awasu's plugin architecture lets you extract information from any data
source and monitor it in the same way as a regular feed. Want to keep
track of stock levels in your warehouse's inventory database? Awasu
comes with a sample Java program that lets you monitor a database.
Got a web service that you want to query? It's easy to use Awasu's 
advanced XML features to send it a specialized request and feed the
results back into Awasu. You can keep an eye on the current weather in
New York, the latest sales data from your London office or which band
is playing at your favorite club this weekend. You are limited only by
your imagination!

Awasu also lets you hook into the flow of information to perform your
own custom actions as it is processed. You can monitor the
information, analyze it and then respond to it. No longer are you
restricted to using a passive tool like a web browser. Awasu lets you
actively manage your information in the way you want to and leverage
it for your benefit.

1.2 Feature summary

General features
· Monitors any site that provides an RSS or Atom feed.

There are currently thousands of channels available on the Internet, including all the major news
sites and weblogs, and the number is growing daily.

· Lets you know when new content
is found.

You can customize each channel to show a notification balloon, play a sound or animate the
system tray icon. Or all three!

· Keeps track of what you have already read so you don't waste time
looking at the same thing more than once.

· Archives all feed content and provides an advanced search engine
to help you find what you're looking for.

· Search agents can be set up that will flag items of interest. Or
search channels that will monitor the results of a search query as a
feed in its own right!

· Lets you keep multiple copies of Awasu running on different
machines in sync with each other.
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· Advanced channel management
features let you keep your channels organized, only showing the
ones you want.

· Workpads let you save away feed items for later.

· Each channel can be individually customized.

· Automatically detects new feeds as you browse (auto-discovery).

· Automatically downloads podcasts (enclosures) and other related
files.

· Can use either Internet Explorer or Mozilla as its embedded
browser.

· Integrates with Syndic8, the premier directory for feeds.

· Provides quick access to tools such as Google, Feedster and News
Is Free.

· Lets you quickly identify and delete stale channels, ensuring that
you're only reading current and relevant channels.

· Integrates with your blog to let you quickly and conveniently post
about things you have read in Awasu.

http://www.syndic8.com
http://www.google.com
http://www.feedster.com
http://www.newsisfree.com
http://www.newsisfree.com
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· Fully customizable and skinnable user interface.
Includes advanced features such as docking and auto-hide windows, personalized menus and full-
screen mode. You also have full control over the presentation of feed content.

· Optimized keyboard interface for the fastest possible browsing. Or
if you prefer the mouse, a one-click mode is provided to speed
navigation.

· Channels can be added to the system tray
menu, Tasks Pane or Sidebar for quick access.

· Uses wizards to help you get started with some of the more
powerful features of Awasu.

· Supports secure feeds using HTTP authentication and/or SSL.

· Supports the use of advanced HTTP features to ensure the most
efficient use of bandwidth.

· Comprehensive online help and documentation.

 

Advanced features
· Allows information to be retrieved from any source using plugins.

You are no longer restricted to monitoring content provided by third-party feeds. Whether the
information you want is on a web page, in a database or provided by a web service, you can write
a plugin to retrieve it and transfer it into Awasu.

· Application plugins can be installed to extend the functionality of
Awasu itself.

· Using channel hooks, you can tap into the flow of information as it
moves around within Awasu to perform actions such as send out
emails or update databases.

· Channel folders and filters provide a sophisticated way of
managing your channel subscriptions.

Much more powerful than the traditional method of using folders and sub-folders, filters let you
precisely control which channels are displayed at any given time.

· Reports can be generated to export content out of Awasu.
These are remarkably flexible and can used to perform tasks such as:

o provide a single-page summary of your channel content.
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o export your subscription list to any format whatsoever e.g. OPML, OCS, HTML, XML, etc..

o automatically keep your blogroll up-to-date.

o provide a starting point for programs such as Plucker to download content to your PC or PDA for

later reading offline.

o create meta-channels.

· Allows feeds to be modified using XSLT.

· Allows web services, or any other data source that publishes
information using XML, to be queried using SOAP.

 

1.3 Plugins

Plugins are small programs that are used to extend Awasu's
functionality. There are two types of plugin:

· Channel plugins
These generate feeds for data sources that don't already have
one.

Simply browse to the plugin in the Channel Wizard instead of entering a feed URL. Whenever
the channel is updated, the plugin program will be run to generate the feed instead of it being
downloaded from the Internet.

· Application plugins
These extend the functionality of Awasu itself.

 

Channel plugins

Channel plugins can be used to retrieve information from anywhere at
all, whether it be a web site, your corporate databases or even a
running program. They are simply small programs that Awasu runs to
retrieve the relevant information and convert it to a feed that can be
read by Awasu.

Here are a few examples of what plugins can do:
· Monitor job sites

Just specify what kind of jobs you are interested in and Awasu
will let you know as soon as it finds something suitable. This
can easily be extended to auction or trading sites. Perhaps
you're in the market for a new car or looking to rent an
apartment. The possibilities are endless!

· Track package shipments
Simply specify a shipping number and Awasu will notify you as
it passes through each stage of delivery.

· Keep tabs on what's happening at your corporate branch

http://www.plkr.org
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offices
For example, you could keep track of the last 10 sales from
each office. You could even ask to be specifically notified of any
sales over a certain amount or to special customers.

 

Application plugins

Application plugins

 extend the functionality of Awasu itself by adding new features. Just
open the 

Plugins tab in the Control Center to see what's available.

The list of plugins installed as standard can be found here and you can
also write your own.

 

Summary

The extensibility of Awasu is its most powerful feature.

No longer are you limited to feeds provided by somebody else. If you
have information that you want to monitor, simply write a channel
plugin to extract it and convert it to a feed that can be read by Awasu.
Nor are you limited to the features we provide in Awasu. If you want to
extend it to do more things, just write an application plugin!

It only takes a minimal amount of programming experience to write a
plugin and all the information you need can be found in the Developers
section. Or if you're working with web services, it's even easier! Just
use SOAP to query the web service and XSLT to transform the results
into a feed.

And if you write something that you feel would be of use to others,
please send it in and we'll put it up on the web site. Or you can contact
us and we'll write it for you!

 

Read more about...
· Writing your own plugins
· Using SOAP to query web services
· Using XSLT to transform feeds

mailto:support@awasu.com
http://www.awasu.com/downloads/ThirdParty/
mailto:support@awasu.com
mailto:support@awasu.com
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1.4 Channel hooks

Channel hooks are a powerful feature of Awasu and transform it from
being just another feed reader into something much more profound.

Like plugins, they are small programs or scripts that get run by Awasu
but while plugins are used to generate feeds, hooks are run when
certain things happen e.g. when a channel is updated or new items are
found. In other words, they hook into the flow of information within a
channel.

Why is this so important? Browsers such as Internet Explorer or Mozilla
and every other feed reader available today are passive tools; they
simply display the data as it arrives without understanding anything
about what they are showing. Channel hooks let you monitor the
information, analyze it and then respond to it.

Here are some examples of what channel hooks can do:
· A channel plugin gets the current stock levels in your warehouse

from a corporate database and converts it into a feed which Awasu
uses to constantly show you the latest information. Every time the
channel is updated, a hook is also called that checks if anything is
running low and if so, sends a request to your buying department
to replenish it.

· Awasu monitors a channel that shows the current prices of shares
in your stock portfolio. Every time the channel is updated, a hook
is also called to check for sudden price movements. If something is
detected, Awasu sends an urgent SMS message to your mobile
phone to notify you and asks if you want to buy or sell any stock.
You reply with an SMS message and Awasu forwards those
instructions to your broker.

· If you are a researcher, you will probably have quite a few
channels relating to your field of interest. A channel hook can be
set up that gets called every time new items are found on any of
those channels. The new items can be checked for certain words or
concepts and if they match, recorded in a database. Leave Awasu
running for a while and pretty soon, you'll have a database full of
items directly related to the subject you are interested in.

 

Several channel hooks are installed as standard with Awasu and more
are available on the Awasu web site. For example, this one stores new
content in a MySQL database as it arrives.

More channel hooks are scheduled for the near future that will:

http://www.awasu.com/downloads/ThirdParty/
http://www.awasu.com/downloads/ThirdParty/MySqlChannelHook/
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· send an SMS message to your mobile phone when new items are
found.

· send an IM message when new items are found.
· show the current feed items for a channel in a ticker window .
· show an icon in the system tray for a channel that animates when

new items are found.

 

Read more about...
· Attaching channel hooks to a channel
· The standard channel hooks
· Writing your own channel hooks
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2 Getting started

2.1 Creating new channels

Once you've got Awasu
installed, the first thing you will want to do is subscribe to a few 
channels. These are published by web sites to let programs like Awasu
know what their latest stories are. Awasu will check your channel
subscriptions on a regular basis and lets you know when it finds new
stuff.

When Awasu is run for the first time, you will be shown a page that
gives some channels you can get started with. You can always show
this page again by choosing Welcome Page from the Help main menu.

· Click on the orange XML icon for any channels that interest you.
This starts the Channel Wizard that will guide you though the
process of setting up a new channel subscription.

· Click the Next button until you reach the end of the wizard. Then
click Finish to create the channel subscription.

· The new channel will be added to the My Channels window and the
latest stories retrieved.

 

Read more about...
· The Channel Wizard
· Finding more channels to subscribe to

http://www.awasu.com/GettingStarted/
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2.2 Viewing channels

Now that you have
subscribed to a few channels, the next thing you'll want to do is read
them!

· Make sure you can see your channel subscriptions in the My
Channels window. The default key to do this is F4 or choose
Control Center from the View menu.

· Click on a channel in My Channels to open its window.

· The top part of each channel's window shows the stories currently
available for that channel (the item pane) while the bottom part
lets you browse the Internet (the browser pane).

· When a channel is first opened, you will be shown a summary of
that channel and its currently available stories. A brief description
of each story will also be included if provided by the channel
publisher.

· Press F8 to open the next story in the list or Shift-F8 to open the
previous one.

· Press F7 to hide the item pane and make more space for the
browser pane. Press F7 again to bring it back.

· Press F9 to show the channel's summary page again.
· Or if you prefer using the mouse, all of these commands are

available from the menu and toolbar.

 

Awasu keeps track of each feed item and tags them with the following
icons:
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New items that have been received since you last looked at
the channel.

 Old items that you have not yet read.

  Items that you have read.

Awasu will also highlight channels in the My Channels window that have
received new stories since you last looked at them or still have unread
items.

 

Read more about...
· Configuring your channels
· Changing the way content is presentated for your channels

2.3 Configuring channels

Each of your channels can be
configured individually.

· Make sure you can see your channel subscriptions in the My
Channels window. The default key to do this is F4 or choose
Control Center from the View main menu.

· Right-click on a channel in My Channels and choose Properties.

· You will be shown the Channel Properties dialog where can
configure all aspects of the channel e.g. how often it is updated,
how its content will be presented, etc..
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Read more about...
· Configuring your channels
· Changing the default settings for new channels
· Changing the default content presentation for your channels
· Configuring the notification balloons

2.4 Configuring Awasu

Awasu provides many options
that control how it operates. Choose Options from the Tools main menu
to open the Program Options dialog.

 

Read more about...
· Configuring Awasu
· Changing the visual appearance of Awasu
· Changing the default settings for new channels
· Configuring how Awasu archives and searches your content
· Managing enclosures
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2.5 Finding more channels

The easiest way to start finding
more channels is to browse through Awasu's channel packs. You can do
this by choosing the Channel packs option from the File main menu.

Channel packs are sets of channels that have been hand-picked
because they contain high-quality, interesting and useful information.
Just open a pack and browse through its channels. You can preview
them and subscribe to the ones that you are interested in.

 

Syndic8 is a directory of channels on the Internet and a plugin is
provided with Awasu that lets you search it for feeds. Choose Plugins
from the View main menu to show the list of installed plugins and open
the Syndic8 plugin. Simply type in what you're looking for and the
plugin will search Syndic8 for related channels. Then click on any of the
links it returns to start the Channel Wizard.

 

Finally, if you already use another reader such as FeedReader or Radio
Userland, you probably have a few channel subscriptions already.
These will be stored in a file with a .OPML extension and you can use

the Import from OPML feature to transfer these subscriptions into
Awasu.

 

Read more about...
· Importing channels from an OPML file
· How auto-discovery can find channels for a web site

http://www.syndic8.com
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2.6 Awasu's windows

Control Center

This window is where you will be spending a lot of your time. It
contains three panels: My Channels, My Searches and Plugins.

My Channels

The My Channels window shows your channel subscriptions. Choose My
Channels from the View main menu (or just press F4) to open it.

Channels can be organized into folders and you can control exactly
which channels are shown at any given time e.g. only channels with
new content or only channels from certain folders.

You can also pick out your favorite channels and add them to the 
Favorites main menu, system tray menu and/or Sidebar for quick
access.
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My Searches

The My Searches window shows your search agents. Choose My
Searches from the View main menu to open it.

These constantly monitor the information coming in and flag anything
that might be of interest.

 

Plugins

The Plugins window shows the installed application plugins. Choose
Plugins from the View main menu to open it.

These add extra features to Awasu. Just click on the one you want to
open it and then follow the instructions.
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Tasks Pane

The Tasks Pane brings together Awasu's most commonly used features
into one place. Choose Tasks Pane from the View main menu to open
it.

The first page gives quick access to Awasu features, the second page to
your favorite channels, reports and workpads.
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Downloaded Files

The 

Downloaded Files window shows all the enclosures that Awasu has
downloaded for you. Choose Downloaded Files from the View main
menu to open it.

Just double-click on a file to play it, or right-click to show a context
menu with more commands.

Files will be automatically removed from the Downloaded Files window
as they are played. Hold down the Shift key when double-clicking on
files to override this and leave them where they are.
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Sidebar

The 

Sidebar

 is a special window that sits outside of the main Awasu window and
can be docked to either side of your desktop. It can be turned on and
off from the 

Display

 page of the 

Program Options

 dialog.

The Sidebar can be configured to show the latest content from your
favorite channels, letting you keep tabs on what's new regardless of
whatever else may be happening on your desktop.
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Read more about...
· Creating new channel subscriptions
· Organizing your channels using folders
· Using channel filters to control what channels are shown in My Channels
· Creating search agents to monitor your content
· Using search channels to monitor the results of a search query
· Extending Awasu with application plugins
· Enclosures
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3 Creating new channels

3.1 Starting the Channel Wizard

There are many different ways to start the Channel Wizard that will
guide you through the process of creating a new channel subscription:

· Choose New channel from the File main menu.
· Drag a link into My Channels.
· Right-click on a link or  icon in a web page and choose

Subscribe in Awasu from the context menu.
· Some web sites provide special links (using the feed:// protocol)

that you can simply click on to automatically subscribe to their
feeds.

 

There are several different
types of channel that can be created, depending on where the
channel's feed will be retrieved from. However, most channels will be
downloaded from the Internet and you should enter the feed's URL
here (which must start with http:// or https:// and usually ends

with .rss, .rdf or .xml).

You can also specify if the channel should have an expiry date, after
which Awasu will ask you if you want to keep, extend or delete the
channel. This is useful if you are not sure if you are going to want to
keep the channel, or for short-lived feeds such as blog comment feeds.
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Read more about...
· Finding channels to subscribe to
· The different types of channels
· Channel plugins
· Writing your own plugins
· Using search channels to monitor the results of a search query
· Using SOAP and XSLT

3.2 Plugin parameters

If you are creating a plugin channel that has parameters, you will be
given an opportunity to configure the plugin before the feed is
generated.

 

If the plugin has any global parameters, you can change them by
clicking on the Global button. Changes made here will affect all
channels being serviced by this plugin.

 

Read more about...
· Channel plugins
· Writing your own plugins
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3.3 Channel details

The next step of the wizard lets you change the channel's informational
details. These can be changed later at any time by opening the Channel
Properties dialog.

 

If you want to change the channel's picture, either enter the URL of the
new image file or click on the browse button to find one on your
computer.

Click the Show feed button if you want to take a look at the channel
before subscribing to it or Validate to check the feed for errors.

 

Read more about...
· Changing a channel's details after it has been created
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3.4 Channel settings

The next step lets you set up how the channel will operate.

 

This page is identical to the one in the Channel Properties dialog and is
described in detail there.

 

Read more about...
· Changing the default settings for new channels
· Changing a channel's settings after it has been created
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3.5 Advanced settings

The next step lets you set
advanced options for the channel.

 

This page is identical to the one in the Channel Properties dialog and is
described in detail there.

 

Read more about...
· Changing a channel's advanced settings after it has been created
· Organizing your channels using folders
· Channel hooks
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3.6 Confirmation

Finally, the wizard will show a
summary of the new channel subscription.

 

Click on the Finish button to complete the wizard and create the new
channel subscription.

The new channel will be added to My Channels and the latest feed
retrieved.

 

Read more about...
· Changing a channel's configuration after it has been created
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3.7 Handling channel errors

Sometimes you will be
shown an error message when trying to create a new channel
subscription. There are several reasons why this can happen which are
discussed here.

In all cases, you can ignore the error and continue on with the Channel
Wizard but this is not recommended unless you are sure you know
what you are doing.

http://awasu.com/help/ChannelFeedErrors/
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4 Configuring channels

4.1 Channel settings

To change a channel's
configuration, open its Channel Properties dialog. There are several
ways to do this:

· Right-click on the channel in My Channels and choose Properties.

· If the channel is selected in My Channels, choose Properties from
the Edit main menu. Or just press Alt-Enter.

· If the channel's window is already open and currently active,
choose Properties from the Edit main menu. Or right-click on the
browser window's tab and choose Properties from there.

 

The first page lets you control how the channel will operate.
· Automatically update this channel

Causes Awasu to regularly check this channel for new content.
Specify how frequently to check by choosing an interval from the droplist or typing in a value
e.g. 90 minutes or 3 days.

· Animate the system tray icon
Causes the system tray icon to be animated whenever new
content is received.

· Play a sound
Causes a sound to be played whenever new content is received.
Click on the Properties button to change the sound.
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Using this feature, you could have different channels play a different sound when new content
is received.

· Show me a notification balloon
Causes a notification balloon to be shown whenever a new item
is received. Clicking on this balloon will take you directly to the
new item.

Where the balloons are shown and for how long can be set in the Program Options.

· Consolidate multiple new items into a single balloon
If more than one new item is received, they will be consolidated
into a single notification balloon instead of showing one balloon
for each item.

· Auto-download enclosures
Causes Awasu to automatically download any enclosures
embedded in the channel's feed.

· Mark all items as read on close
Automatically marks all feed items as read when the channel's
window is closed.

· Show in the sidebar
Shows the channel in the Sidebar.

· Show in the system tray menu
Shows the channel in the system tray menu.

This menu can be shown by right-clicking on the system tray icon. If you have a lot of
channels in this menu, you may want to organize them by putting some of them in sub-menus.
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Content presentation

Awasu provides a great deal of control over how feed content is
presented. Default settings can be made in the 

Program Options

 but can also be overridden individually for each channel.

The overall look and feel of the channel's summary page is controlled
by 

a template file while the 

Layout setting controls where the item pane will appear within the
channel's main window.

You can also configure:
· which feed items will be shown (all of them, only unread ones or

only new ones)
· how far back to show items from (by age or by number of items)
· how feed items will be presented (all content, a short excerpt or a

plain-text version).

 

Read more about...
· Changing the default settings for new channels
· Changing the default content presentation for your channels
· Configuring the notification balloons
· Enclosures
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4.2 Channel details

This page contains information about where the channel's feed is being
retrieved from and basic informational data as provided by the feed
publisher.

 

The controls at the top of the page depend on what type of channel is
being shown.

· Name
This is what will appear in My Channels and the channel's
summary page.

· Home
The channel's home page.

This is where you will be taken if you click on the channel's picture in its Channel Properties
dialog or summary page.

· Image
The picture to be shown in the channel's Channel Properties
dialog, summary page and system tray menu.

To change this picture, enter the URL of another image file or click on the browse button to
find one on your computer.

· Width/Height
The width and height of the channel image can be changed
here.

· Description
A brief description of the channel.

· Editor/Webmaster
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Some channel publishers may provide email addresses to
contact the editor and/or webmaster.

· Schedule
Shows the skip schedule for the channel.

The skip schedule specifies certain days and/or certain hours within each day in which the
publisher requests that automated channel updates be temporarily suspended. This is usually
done to save bandwidth since the publisher is sure that there will be no new content published
at these times.

· Show feed
Shows the latest feed for the channel.

· Validate feed
Checks the feed for errors.

 

Channel Types

There are four different types of channel that can be created,
depending on where their feeds come from. This is reflected in the
different controls presented in the Channel Wizard and Channel
Properties dialog.

Downloaded from the
Internet

These feeds are published by a web site and usually give the latest
content for that site.

The feed URL specifies where the feed will be retrieved from and must
start with http:// or https:// and usually ends with .rss, .rdf or .

xml.

Click on the Authentication button if the web site requires a username/
password or Processing to attach a SOAP or XSLT file.
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Generated by a channel
plugin

These feeds are generated dynamically by a channel plugin.

Click on the Processing button to attach a SOAP or XSLT file.

Generated from search
results

These feeds are generated dynamically from search results and let you 
monitor your archived content for items of interest.

Read from a file

These feeds are read directly from a file.

Click on the Processing button to attach a SOAP or XSLT file.

 

Read more about...
· Channel plugins
· Using search channels to monitor the results of a search query
· Using SOAP and XSLT
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4.3 Plugin parameters

If the channel is a plugin channel that defines any parameters, you will
see the following page that lets you configure the plugin.

 

If the plugin has any global parameters, you can change them by
clicking on the Global button. Changes made here will affect all
channels being serviced by the plugin.

 

Read more about...
· Channel plugins
· Writing your own plugins
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4.4 Advanced settings

This page contains advanced settings for the channel.

 
· Archive content

Controls whether feed content will be archived and for how
long.

· Disable item revisions
Controls whether item revisions should be flagged or not.

Awasu tracks feed items that have been published and then changed and re-published. Tick
this box if you don't want modified feed items to be flagged.

· Exclude from search
Excludes the channel's feed content from the search index.

This is useful if the publisher is, for example, putting out feed items with no descriptions or
other content that can skew search results.

· Expire this channel
Controls whether the channel will expire.

When the expiry date passes, Awasu will ask you what you want to do with the channel e.g.
(delete, extend or keep it). This is useful when subscribing to short-lived channels (e.g.
comment feeds) or channels that you are not sure you will want to keep.

· Channel folders
Click here to quickly assign the channel to folders.

The same effect can be achieved by dragging the channel around in My Channels but doing it
here is often quicker.
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Channel hooks

Channel hooks

 are small programs that Awasu runs to perform various actions as
each channel is processed. For example, hooks can be used to send out
emails when new items arrive or store them in a database if they meet
certain requirements.

To attach a hook to a channel, click on the small square icon in the top
right-hand corner and browse to the appropriate 

.HOOK file (they will usually be stored in the ChannelHooks sub-

directory). Any number of hooks can be attached to a channel.

The My Channels context menu will contain special commands for each
hook that has been attached to a channel. For example, Channel
Monitor Windows can be opened or closed from this menu. These
commands are also available from the Edit main menu.

 

Read more about...
· Managing your archived content and search index
· Organizing your channels using folders
· Channel hooks
· Writing your own channel hooks

4.5 Errors

The last page of the Channel Properties dialog shows any errors that
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the channel has had.

 

Click on the Show Last Feed button to see the last feed received for the
channel. This can be useful for trouble-shooting problems since web
sites can sometimes return invalid feeds.
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5 Organizing your channels

5.1 Channel favorites

We all have at least a few
channels that we like to read more often than most. By adding them to
your list of favorites, you can get quick access to them instead of
having to find them in My Channels.

Open the Organize Favorites dialog from the Favorites main menu. The
channels you add here will be listed in the Favorites main menu and
Tasks Pane, giving you quick access to them.

For even quicker access, you can assign hotkeys to individual channels.
A hotkey is a special combination of keys that, when pressed, will bring
up that channel without you even having to go to the Favorites menu.
To assign a hotkey to a channel:

· Select the channel in the list.
· Click in the Hotkey edit box in the top right-hand corner of the

dialog.
· Press the key combination you want to use.
· Click on the button on the right to assign the hotkey.

For example, the screenshot above shows that pressing Control, Shift
and A at the same time will open the Awasu channel while pressing
Control-Shift-B will open Boing Boing.

 

Read more about...
· Organizing your channels using folders
· Using channel filters
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5.2 Channel folders

We have all faced the problem of trying to
decide which category something belongs in when organizing our MP3
or photo collections, especially if something could reasonably be placed
in more than one category. And the same thing happens with our
channels. Does Wired.com go into News or Technology? Where on
earth do I put Boing Boing Blog? In News? Blogs? Miscellaneous? And
good luck trying to find something several months later when you've
forgotten exactly how you categorized things.

Awasu lets you organize your channels by filing them away in folders.
However, there is one key difference from other tree-based programs: 
channels can appear in more than one folder. Just hold down the
Control key when dragging them around.

This seemingly simple enhancement allows for some powerful changes
in the way you manage your channels. No longer do you have do
decide if a channel belongs under News or Technology. If it belongs in
both, then just put it in both!

This becomes particularly useful when you start using channel filters
which let you control which channels will appear in My Channels at any
given time. For example, you might want to show only those channels
that:

· are in the My Favorites folder.
· are in the News or Blogs folder (or sub-folders) and have new

content.

http://www.wired.com
http://boingboing.net
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· are in the Technology and News folders.

In knowledge management parlance, the folder hierarchy you create is 
a taxonomy of tags. All channels that live in the News folder, for
example, are news-related feeds but you can further sub-classify them
by creating sub-folders such as News/International and then News/
International/Europe and then again News/International/Europe/
Moldova.

 

Folder order

The order in which channels are shown inMy Channels is controlled by
the currently-active channel filter. However, you can easily control the
order in which your folders appear by just dragging them around.

Folders are divided into three zones and where a folder ends up after
being dragged depends on which zone in the target folder you drag it
into (see diagram).

 

Read more about...
· Getting quick access to your favorite channels
· Using channel filters

5.3 Channel filters

Channel filters let you keep your channel subscriptions organized in a
much more sophisticated manner than the usual way of just putting
them into folders and sub-folders.

A filter is simply a set of conditions that a channel must meet for it to
appear in My Channels i.e. they are used to control which channels are
shown at any given time. The power comes from the available criteria
and how they can be combined. For example, you can configure My
Channels to show only:

· channels that have new content.
· channels that are coming from the same web site.
· channels that are in one or more channel folders.
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· any combination of these.

My Channels is dynamically kept up-to-date and so channels will be
added and removed as things happen in Awasu e.g. channels are
updated or new items received. You can also assign hotkeys to any
filter, letting you switch between different sets of channels with a single
keypress!

 

Managing channel filters

Open the Channel Filters dialog
from the View main menu. To create a new channel filter, click the
green plus icon to start the Channel Filter Wizard that will guide you
through the process.

For quick access, hotkeys can be assigned to channel filters. To assign
a hotkey to a filter:

· Select the filter in the list.
· Click in the Hotkey edit box in the top right-hand corner of the

dialog.
· Press the key combination you want to use.
· Click on the button on the right to assign the hotkey.

For example, the screenshot above shows that pressing Control, Shift
and N will apply the New content filter. If you close the dialog and
press this key combination, you will see My Channels change to show
only those channels that have new content.

 

Configuring channel filters
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Double-click on one of the filters to bring up the configuration dialog.

There are three main criteria
that filters use to determine if a channel should appear in My Channels
or not.

· Content
By choosing an option from the Filter by droplist, you can
include only those channels that have new content or unread
items.

· Channel folders
Channels will be included only if they are in one or more of the
specified channel folders.

· Search text
Channels will be included only if they have certain text in their
feed URL, channel name or description. If you know how to use
(Perl) regular expressions, you can also tick the Use regular
expressions checkbox. You can find documentation about
regular expression syntax here although if you are not
technical, you probably won't want to click on the link (it will
make your eyes bleed!).

If you specify more than one of these criteria then each channel must
meet all of them to be included in My Channels. You can also specify
that only channels that don't meet the specified criteria be included by
ticking the Show non-matching channels instead checkbox (although
you probably won't be using this very often).

Finally, you can specify how My Channels should be sorted e.g. by the
number of unread items or the most recently updated channels first.

 

http://www.perldoc.com/perl5.8.0/pod/perlre.html
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The predefined filters

The channel filters that Awasu predefines for you are configured as
follows:

· All
This is a special filter that has no criteria specified i.e. all
channels will be shown in My Channels.

· New content
This has a filter by of "New content" so only those channels that
have new content will be shown in My Channels.

· Unread items
This has a filter by of "Unread items" so only channels that have
unread items will be shown. This filter also sorts the channels
by the number of unread items each one has.

· My Favorites/My Blogroll
These will show only those channels that are in the specified 
channel folders.

 

Some more examples

Here are some more examples of how channel filters can be used:

·

You may have a number of Awasu-related feeds e.g. one for the 
main news feed
 plus one for each of the forums. Each feed comes from www.awasu.

com so you can create a new filter that searches for "www.awasu.

com" in the channel URL. Applying this filter restricts My Channels
to showing only those channels that have this in their URL.

· Want to see only news-related feeds? Create a filter that searches
for the word "news" in either the channel title or description. This
will probably work fine but can be a little unreliable since you are
relying on the title or description as provided by the channel
publisher (which may change at any time). You can override this
information in the Channel Properties dialog but organizing the
channels into folders is a much better solution. Simply drag the
channels to the News folder and then create a filter that shows
only those channels that are in this folder.

http://www.awasu.com/weblog/
http://www.awasu.com/forums/
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The power of this method of organizing channels becomes apparent
when you have many channel folders and filters that use them. For
example, let's say you are a musician with an interest in technology so
you create the following folders and arrange your channels in them
accordingly:

· Music
· Gig listings
· Jazz
· Rock
· News
· Technology

Remember, channels can be put into more than one folder, so a feed
advertising rock gigs would be assigned to Music, Rock and Gig listings,
a feed about the latest synthesizers would be in News, Technology and
Music while something like Slashdot would be in News and Technology.
Now you can create filters to show channels that meet the following
criteria:

· Channels that are in Music and Technology.
· Channels that are in Music, Gig listings and have new content. This

will show only channels that have new gig listings.
· Channels that are in Music, Gig listings and Jazz. This will show

only jazz gig listings, old and new.

And don't forget that you can assign hotkeys to each and any of these
filters, letting you switch between them with a single keypress!

 

Read more about...
· Organizing your channels using folders
· Configuring quick access to your favorite channels
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6 More features

6.1 Import channels from OPML

OPML files are used to store lists of channel subscriptions. If you are
coming to Awasu after using another feed reader, you can use them to
transfer your channel subscriptions over. Some people publish their
channel subscriptions on their web site or blog as an OPML file and you
can use this feature to download this file and subscribe to one or more
of those channels.

 

Loading the OPML file

Open the Import From OPML dialog from the File main menu and
specify where the OPML file is. It can either be on your PC or
somewhere on the net (in which case it will start with http://). Then

click on the Load button to read the list of channels in the OPML file.

 

Subscribing to channels
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You will then be shown the channels in the OPML file.

Channels that you are already subscribed to are marked with a green
tick or you can filter them out from the display by ticking the Show new
channels only checkbox. From this dialog, you can preview and
subscribe to channels.

 Click on the Quick subscribe button to bypass the Channel Wizard and create the channel

using your default settings.

 

6.2 Channel auto-discovery

Auto-discovery is a mechanism that lets web sites automatically
advertise their feeds to visitors, saving you the trouble of having to
manually search their web site to find it.

Auto-discovery is configured from the
Advanced page of the Program Options.

If auto-discovery is enabled, any time Awasu opens a web page that is
advertising a feed, a blinking icon will be shown in the caption bar or
status bar that you can double-click on to start the Channel Wizard.

Possible feeds
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Even if the web page is not
advertising a feed, Awasu is smart enough to find links on the web
page that may be feeds. These are URL's that typically end in .rss or .

rdf or .xml. In these cases, the Channel Wizard will not be started but

instead, a special dialog will appear that will let you check each URL to
see if they really are feeds or not.

From this dialog, you can verify and subscribe to each possible feed. If
you have a fast internet connection, you can also turn on Auto-verify
possible feeds which will automatically verify each possible feed when
the dialog is opened.

If you choose not to subscribe to a feed, you can also add its URL to an
exclusion list that will cause it to be ignored next time you visit the web
page.

 HINT: If you have a slower machine, you may want to turn auto-discovery off since the
process of searching each web page you open for advertised and possible feeds can slow things
down a bit. You can always do manual auto-discovery from the Tools main menu.

 

6.3 Synchronizing machines

Synchronization is one of the most powerful features of Awasu, letting
you keep two or more copies of Awasu running on different machines
(e.g. at home and at work) in sync with each other. Not only will it
keep your channel subscriptions in sync, it will also track which items
you have read, all your program settings, channel favorites, filters and
reports, everything!

 

Saving the sync data
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Let's say you're leaving work on
Friday afternoon (woo hoo!) and want to transfer everything to your
computer at home. Awasu will save everything about your current
setup at work to a data file that you can load up at home to bring your
home copy of Awasu up-to-date.

Open the Save sync data dialog from the File main menu and choose
where you want to save the data file. This could be a floppy disk or
keychain drive that you take home with you, even a file on your PC
that you then email to yourself at home. Or if you have FTP space
somewhere, you can upload it there instead.

Alternatively, you can choose to run a command after the sync data
has been saved and use SCP or SFTP (or anything else) to copy the
data file to your server.

Historical data should be set to at least the number the days between
each sync. For example, if you sync between home and work 5 days a
week, this should be set to something larger than 3 (i.e. the 3 days
between Friday and Monday). Setting this value incorrectly will not
have any serious consequences other than Awasu sometimes
erroneously flagging items that you have already seen or read as new
or unread.

You can also choose to include the last feed received for each channel.
This slows synchronization down and increases the size of the sync
data file considerably but allows the other computer to immediately
have a copy of the latest feed for each channel instead of having to
download it again.

 

Loading the sync data
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Once you get home, open the 

Load sync data dialog from the File main menu and open the data file
you saved previously. This will do everything required to bring your
home copy of Awasu in sync with the one at work i.e. create new
channel subscriptions, delete old ones, update your channel favorites,
etc.

You can also choose to not synchronize certain things. For example,
blackout times are something that you will probably want to keep
different on your work and home computers and so you can disable this
in the Don't synchronize these list.

It is possible to disable the synchronization of anything and everything
so if there's something you would like to exclude that is not already in
the list, post a request in the forums to get the necessary incantations.

 

The first time you load a sync data file

The first time you load a sync data file, it is strongly recommended that
you have the report turned on. If you are using plugin channels, there
is one (very rare) scenario where Awasu will not be able to determine
which channel on your work machine corresponds to which channel on
your home machine and so won't be able to synchronize them. In this
case, it will ignore them and notify you in the report. If this happens,

http://www.awasu.com/forums/
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delete the channels that are reported as having been ignored and redo
the load. This only needs to be done once and after that, Awasu will be
able to match up these channels correctly.

Also, if you have any external files (e.g. customized templates files,
plugin scripts, etc.), these need to be transferred manually. If you have
Awasu installed in different directories, any paths will be translated
appropriately but you will still need to copy over the files themselves
yourself.

 

Automatically loading and saving sync data

Once you have got the hang of how everything works, you can turn on
auto-loading and auto-saving of the sync data in the Program Options.
This will automatically load the sync data file when Awasu starts and
save it when it exits. This is particularly handy for sync load since you
will find that it runs faster if done at startup. However, it is
recommended that you only turn this option on after everything has
settled down and syncs are being done without any warnings or errors.
Problems that are detected during the loading of a sync data file are
not logged to the report if it is done at startup. They will be reported
via balloons and logged to the Error Log as per normal but it can be a
bit misleading to look at a sync report and think that everything worked
perfectly when in fact, there were errors.

 

Read more about...
· Configuring Awasu to automatically save and load sync data at startup/exit
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6.4 Enclosures

Some RSS feed items may have files
attached to them, also known as enclosures. These are most commonly
used for podcasting although they are by no means restricted to only
this. Enclosures can be used to distribute any kind of file e.g. new
versions of software, updated Office documents or perhaps audio
segments that are part of an online language lesson.

Unlike email attachments, enclosures are not transmitted together with
the feed item. Instead, only a link to the file is included and if you want
to open that file to read or listen or watch it, you must first download
it. Awasu can be configured to either automatically download
enclosures when they are received or if you want to save bandwidth,
simply let you know that a feed item has a related file and you can
selectively choose which ones to download.

 Enclosures are a feature of RSS and are not specifically supported by Atom. However,

Awasu has been designed to handle enclosures in both RSS and Atom. To reflect this, Awasu
uses a slightly different terminology. Feed items, whether they be from an RSS or Atom feed,
can have one or more related links that point to an external file that is associated with that
item. Awasu can be configured to either automatically download these related files or just let
you know about them so that you can decide for yourself whether or not to download them.

 

Managing enclosures
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Most of the settings relating to automatically downloading files can be
found in the Enclosures page of the Program Options. Channels can
also be individually configured from the Channel page of their Channel
Properties dialog.

If feed items have any
related links, they will be shown in the channel summaries. If the files
have already been downloaded, they will be shown with a small icon
that you can click on to open the file directly from your hard disk.
Otherwise, you will see them as a normal link that you can click on to
download them from the Internet.

You can also manage all your enclosures from the Downloaded Files
window.

 

Read more about...
· Configuring Awasu for enclosures
· Setting enclosure options for individual channels

6.5 Cleaning up channels

Channels often go stale, either
because they have been abandoned by the publisher or perhaps have
been moved to another place and the publisher forgot to say where.
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Awasu lets you quickly find these channels and clean them up. Simply
choose Clean up channels from the Tools main menu and pick which
channels you want to delete.

 

Read more about...
· Configuring channels to expire

6.6 Finding your channels

You know you subscribed to it,
but where is that channel?!

As you collect more and more channels, it can sometimes be hard
finding the one you want in My Channels. Instead of fiddling around
with filters or navigating through folders, just choose Find channel from
the File menu, enter a few characters from the channel's name,
description or URL and Awasu will go find it for you. You will be shown
a list of all the matching channels or if there's only one, Awasu will just
open it straight away!
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7 Productivity tools

7.1 Workpads

Workpads are holding stations for feed items that you want to read
later.

You can also generate reports from the items contained in a workpad.
This powerful feature means that you can spend time browsing your
channels, adding items of interest to a workpad, annotate them and
then generate a summary report of those items. A great tool if you're
doing research or writing a document on a particular topic!

 

Open the Organize workpads
dialog from the View main menu. From here, you can manage your
workpads.

Workpads can be docked or floated anywhere on the screen and there
are settings in the Program Options to automatically show/hide
workpads when items are added and removed. Your workpads will also
be listed in the Tasks Pane for quick access.

 The first workpad in the list is considered to be the default workpad and is the one that

certain operations (described below) will use.

 

There are many ways to add an entry to a workpad:
· just drag a link in.

· right-click on a feed item in the item pane and choose Add to
workpad (or press Control-W to add it to the default workpad).
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· right-click on a link in a web page and choose Add to Awasu
workpad.

You can do this in any Internet Explorer window (not just within Awasu) as long as it was opened
after Awasu was started.

· Press Control-Shift-W to add a URL from the clipboard.

 

Workpad items can also be edited and annotated individually. This is
most useful when you are going to generate a report from the workpad
and want to add your own notes and comments.

 

Read more about...
· Generating reports from items in workpads
· Setting workpad options
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7.2 Search

Awasu's advanced search
engine helps you find the information you are looking for.

Simply type in what you are looking for and where you want to search
for it. The syntax for search queries is described below.

You can also control how feed items will be presented in the results
page:

· All
Each feed item will be shown in its entirety.

· Excerpt
A brief excerpt of each feed item will be shown.

· Plain text
A plain-text version of each feed item will be shown.

· None
No feed item content will be shown (only links).

Searches can also be done quickly from the Search toolbar or you can
set up search agents to watch for and flag things of interest. You can
even create search channels that let you monitor the results of a
search as a feed.

 

Simple searches

To do a simple search, make sure the Enable advanced syntax
checkbox is cleared and type in one or more words you want to look
for. Awasu will locate feed items that contain any of these words (i.e. it
will do a boolean OR search).
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Advanced search queries

For more advanced search queries, first turn on 

Advanced syntax

.

You can search for words or phrases (enclosed in double quotes),
optionally joined together using the boolean keywords OR, AND, NOT
(which must be in capitals). If no boolean operator is specified, OR is
assumed. Also, words and phrases may be preceeded by a plus/minus
sign to indicate that they must or must not appear in documents.

Examples:
· Hello world (searches for documents that contain "hello" or "world"

)
· "Hello world" AND foobar (searches for documents that contain

both "hello world" and "foobar")
· Hello +world (searches for documents that must contain "world"

and optionally "hello")

Words and phrases can also be grouped by enclosing them in
parentheses.

 The following characters are reserved for special functions in search queries:
    + - && || ! ( ) { } [ ] ^ " ~ * ? : \
If you want to search for these characters, they must be escaped by preceding
them with a backslash.

 

Using wildcards

You can use ? to represent a single character or * for 0 or more
characters.

Examples:
· te?t (matches "test" and "text" and "tent")
· quick* (matches any word that starts with "quick" e.g. quickly,

quicker, quicken, etc.)

 You cannot use * nor ? as the first character of a search query.
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Really advanced features

Words or phrases can be marked as being more important by
appending a ^ followed by the boost factor. This is a number that
indicates how important the word or phrase is to the query. By default,
each word or phrase is given a boost factor of 1 but you can change
this for each one. Values must be greater than 0 but can be less than 1
(to indicate less important terms). For example: "hello world"^2
foobar^0.5.

Proximty searches can find words that are near each other. Append a ~
to the end of a phrase followed by the range in words. For example, "
foo bar"~10 finds documents that contain the words "foo" and "bar"
within 10 words of each other.

You can also do fuzzy searches by appending a ~ to the end of a single
word (not phrase). For example, "roam~" will match words like "foam"
and "roams".

 

Read more about...
· Monitoring your content using search agents
· Using search channels to monitor the results of a search query

7.3 Search agents

Search agents use Awasu's
advanced search engine to constantly monitor the content coming in on
your channels and flags things that you are interested in.

 

To create a new search agent, choose New search agent from the File
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main menu or right-click in the My Searches window. Enter a search
query to specify what you want to look for and the search agent will
then monitor your channels for it.

 

When a search agent finds channels or feed items that match what it
has been told to look for, it will flag them with a special icon (see
screenshot). You can also configure search agents to highlight
matching channels and feed items in different colors.

If a channel or item is being flagged by more than one search agent,
right-click on it and choose Search agents from the context menu to
see which ones are flagging it.

 

Read more about...
· Using search channels to monitor the results of a search query
· Search query syntax
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7.4 Search channels

Search channels are an
advanced feature of Awasu that let you monitor your archived content
for items of interest.

Just start the Channel Wizard and indicate that you want the channel
feed to be generated from search results. Enter the search query that
you want to use and finish the wizard.

Awasu will now create a channel whose feed is automatically generated
from search results. As new items are found by your search query,
they will appear as new items in the feed!

 

Read more about...
· Monitoring your content using search agents
· Search query syntax

7.5 Channel reports

Channel reports provide a powerful way to extract information from
your channels. Using Awasu's powerful template engine, you can
export information as HTML, XML, plain-text, any format whatsoever.
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Open the Channel Reports
dialog from the View main menu to manage your reports.

To create a new channel report, click on the green plus icon to start
the Channel Report Wizard that will guide you through the process.

For quick access, hotkeys can be assigned to channel reports. To assign
a hotkey to a report:

· Select the report in the list.
· Click in the Hotkey edit box in the top right-hand corner of the

dialog.
· Press the key combination you want to use.
· Click on the button on the right to assign the hotkey.

Your reports will also appear in the Tasks Pane for quick access.

 

Configuring channel reports
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The first thing to configure is
which channels will be included in the report. This is controlled by a 
channel filter, with any channels that pass the filter being included. You
can include all items from each channel, new items only or unread
items only. Or you can choose to generate the report from those items
currently in a workpad.

Next, choose which template file that will control the report output
format. A number of templates are supplied as standard:

· DefaultChannelReport.template
The default template that will be used if one is not specified. It
simply lists each feed item together with any descriptions that
are provided.

· ExportOpml.template
Exports the selected channels in OPML format.

· CompactChannelReport.template
Generates a minimal HTML page.

The generated report can be used as a starting point for a third-party crawler that will follow
links and retrieve content onto your computer. A great use of this is to use it in conjunction
with a program such as Plucker which can download content onto your PDA for offline reading
later.

· MyBlogroll.template
Generates an HTML code fragment suitable for inclusion in your
blog as your blogroll.

This report uses the predefined My Blogroll channel filter so all you have to do is put the
channels you want to be included into the My Blogroll folder and they will automatically be
included in the report.

· MetaChannel.template
Generates a meta-feed for one or more existing channels.

These templates can be customized to suit your needs or you can write

http://www.plkr.org
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your own and use them instead.

The generated reports can optionally be stored in a file somewhere,
perhaps so that they can be read by another program, or automatically
FTP'ed to a web server.

Reports can also be automatically regenerated at regular intervals. This
is particularly useful when used in conjunction with the FTP feature
since it lets you keep content on a web site up-to-date. For example,
you could generate a blogroll report once a day and automatically
upload it to your blog to ensure that your blogroll is always up-to-date.

 

Meta-channels

The meta-channel report (

MetaChannel.template) that is installed with Awasu can be used to

generate meta-channel feeds, that is, channels that contain the
aggregated content of several other channels.

To create a meta-channel using this report:
· Create a new report and choose a channel filter that will control

which channels to include.
· Choose MetaChannel.template as the report template to use.

· Specify a file to store the generated meta-feed in.
· Specify how often the meta-feed should be regenerated.
· Start the Channel Wizard and create a new channel that gets its

feed from the generated report file.

Now what will happen is that every time the report is generated, a new
feed will be created to reflect the current state of the underlying
channels being monitored and stored in a file. Then, when the meta-
channel updates, it will read the new feed from the file and notify you
of new items in the usual way.

 

7.6 External tools

Awasu's Tools menu provides an easy way to integrate external
applications and services without having to go to the trouble of writing
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a plugin or channel hook.

Using a tool couldn't be easier: just select some text in a browser
window and choose the appropriate tool from the menu. For example,
some of the tools installed as standard let you search Google or
Feedster for the selected text, look for channels at Syndic8 or even
translate the page.

 

Managing the tools

Open the Organize user tools
dialog from the View main menu.

To add a new tool, click on the small square icon in the top-right and
enter a name. Then enter the command that you want to run. This can
either be a program installed on your PC or a web-based service (which
will start with http:// or https://).

If you want to change the name of the tool as it will appear in the Tools
menu, you can enter something in the Menu field. Awasu will
automatically assign shortcuts but you can override this by putting an
ampersand (&) in front of the letter you want to use e.g. "G&oogle" will
show up in the menu as Google.

And if you have a blog, you can easily integrate it into Awasu and post
quickly and conveniently from within Awasu. Click on the More info
button for details.

 

http://www.awasu.com/help/userTools/#IntegratingWithYourBlog
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8 Program options

8.1 General options

This page controls the general
operation of Awasu.

 
· Run from the system tray

Runs Awasu as a system tray application.
Awasu will hide itself in the taskbar when minimized and will send itself to the system tray
instead of exiting. To really exit the program, right-click on the system tray and choose Exit
from the menu there.

· Play sound on error
Causes Awasu to play a sound if an error occurs.

Click on the browse button to change the sound that is played.

· Mouse
Click this button to set mouse-related options.

· Disable all animation
Disables all animation.

· Disable all sound
Disables all sound.

· Blackout times
Click this button to set times during which Awasu should not
automatically update any channels.

You will typically do this if you want to leave Awasu running overnight on your PC at work, for
example, but know that you won't be there (hopefully).

· Show notification balloons
Shows notification balloons when new channel content is
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received.

· Disable at startup
Disables notification balloons during the first round of channel
updates after Awasu is started.

· Show error notification balloons
Shows notification balloons when errors occur.

· Show for
Controls how long notification balloons are shown on-screen for.

· Position
Controls where on the screen notification balloons will be
shown.

· Run automatically when Windows starts
Starts Awasu automatically when you log in to Windows.

· Start minimized
Starts Awasu minimized.

If this is enabled in conjunction with the Run from the system tray option, Awasu will start in
the system tray only.

·
Auto-load sync data at startup

Automatically loads a sync data file when Awasu starts.

· Auto-save sync data on exit
Automatically saves a sync data file when Awasu exits.

· Let me know about new releases
Notifies you when new versions of Awasu are released.

· Let me know about new beta releases
Notifies you when new beta versions of Awasu are released.
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Mouse options

·

One-click operation

Configures Awasu to respond to single clicks instead of requiring
double-clicks.

If you have a three-button mouse, you can also configure what actions
Awasu will perform when you click with the middle button.
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8.2 Display options

This page controls the display
and presentation of Awasu.

 
· Visual style

Controls the overall appearance of Awasu.
Several styles are installed as standard but you can also download more styles.

· Smart docking window
Shows helper markers when dragging windows around in
Awasu.

· Show sidebar
Shows the Sidebar window .

· Lock toolbars
Locks the toolbars to their current positions so that they cannot
be moved.

Browser windows
· Use

Lets you choose what to use as Awasu's embedded browser.
If you choose Mozilla, you must have already downloaded and installed the Mozilla ActiveX
control.

· Enable tabbed browsing
Controls whether Awasu can have more than window open at
once.

· Window tabs
Controls where window tabs should appear.

http://www.awasu.com/downloads/MozillaActiveXProject/
http://www.awasu.com/downloads/MozillaActiveXProject/
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· Colored window tabs
Shows window tabs using different colors.

· Navbars
Controls whether navbars should be initially visible or hidden
when opening windows.

· Simple navbars
Shows simplified navbars (to minimize clutter).

My Channels display options

· Auto-show My Channels
Automatically shows My Channels when the last browser
window is closed.

· Show unread item counts in My Channels
Shows the number of unread items each channel has.

· Show how many channels are in each My Channels folder
Shows how many channels are being shown in each folder.

· Always show channels with update errors in My Channels
Forces channels that have had too many update errors to
always be shown in My Channels, regardless of any channel
filter settings.

Channel window display options

· Max. item pane size
Limits the size of the channel window item panes.

This option is provided so that they don't take too much space away from the browser pane.
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You can always override this limit by choosing the Size to fit context menu option (or pressing
Control-F7) twice quickly in succession.

· Auto-hide feed items
Automatically hides the item pane when feed items are opened.

· Brief headers
Shows only a brief header in the channel summary pages.

· Brief feed items
Shows only brief feed items in the channel summary pages.

Workpad display options

· Auto-show workpads
Automatically shows workpads when items are added.

· Auto-hide workpads
Automatically hides workpads when items are opened or
removed.

· Auto-remove items from workpads
Automatically removes items from workpads when they are
opened.

Default content presentation

Awasu gives you a great deal of control over how your feed content is
presented. Here you can set the 

default

 settings that will be used to control the presentation of each channel.
These can be overridden individually for each channel in their 
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Channel Properties

 dialog.

You can choose which template file will be used to set the overall look
and feel of the channel summary pages. The 

Layout

 parameter specifies where the item pane will appear within the
channel windows. You can also choose which feed items you want to
see, how far back you want to see them from and how the feed items
should be presented.

Awasu comes with several channel templates files installed as standard
but feel free to write some of your own! And if you do, send them in
and we'll include them on the web site for everyone to download.

   

 

Read more about...
· Configuring the content presentation for individual channels

mailto:support@awasu.com
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8.3 Default channel settings

This page lets you configure the
default settings for new channels. It is identical to the page found in
the Channel Properties dialog and is described in detail there.

 

Note that changes that you make here will only affect new channel
subscriptions that are subsequently created. Existing channels will
remain unchanged.

If you want to change the default content presentation settings for your
channels, you can do this from the Display page.

 

Read more about...
· Changing the default content presentation for channels
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8.4 Advanced options

This page controls advanced
features of Awasu.

 
· Auto-detect an Internet connection

Turn this on to suspend all channel updates if your computer is
not connected to the Internet.

· Delay before updating channels
Causes Awasu to wait before starting to update channels, either
after the program has just started or after a system resume.

This is useful for systems where there is a delay before the Internet connection is ready to be
used e.g. because an IP address needs to be assigned.

· Proxy authentication
Click this button to set proxy authentication details.

· Enable feed:// protocol handler
Causes Awasu to be called to handle feed:// links.

Web sites can have feed:// links that will automatically start a feed reader to subscribe to a
feed when the link is clicked. You should tick this box if you want these links to start Awasu's 
Channel Wizard.

·
Allow feed URL's to be updated automatically by the

publisher

Publishers may notify feed readers that their feed has moved
and what the new URL is. Tick this box to allow Awasu to
update your channels with the new URL.

It is possible for this feature to potentially cause problems if you are connected to the Internet
via an improperly configured network. Awasu will warn you if too many of your channels are
having their feed URL's changed and lets you revert them back to their original URL's.

· Enable auto-discovery

http://www.awasu.com/help/redirects/
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Web sites can advertise their feeds via special hidden links in
the page. Tick this box if you want to be notified about these
feeds as you browse.

· Plugin port
The HTTP port that Awasu will use to communicate with plugins.

You should only change this value if it is conflicting with another application. Awasu also uses
port 2604 to accept subscription requests embedded in web pages; this port number cannot
be changed.

·
Script timeout

Specifies the maximum amount of time to allow external scripts
and programs to run for.

 

8.5 Archive options

This page controls how Awasu
archives and searches your feed content.

 
· Archive content

Controls whether feed content will be archived and for how
long.

· Enable the search index
Controls whether Awasu should update the search index as new
content is received.

http://www.awasu.com/faqs/AutoSubscribe.php
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Maintaining the search index is a time-consuming process and can sometimes slow down your
computer if you have a lot of channels. If you don't use Awasu's search features, turning the
search index off will speed up Awasu considerably.

·
Restrict search index updates

Restricts search index updates to times when you are not using
Awasu.

This will let you continue to use Awasu's search features but also speed up its operation when
you are using it. The only disadvantage is that new feed content will not be returned as search
results until the next time the search index is updated.

 

Read more about...
· Awasu's search engine
· Monitoring your content using search agents
· Using search channels to monitor the results of a search query

8.6 Enclosure options

This page controls how Awasu
downloads and manages enclosures.

 For safety, Awasu strictly controls what it downloads and only files with the specified

extensions or mime types will be downloaded.

 
· Automatically download enclosures

Causes Awasu to automatically download enclosures.

·
Files can be auto-downloaded...

Controls when enclosures may be downloaded.
Since enclosures can often be large, you may want to only allow them to be downloaded when
you are not using Awasu (e.g. overnight) so that they don't take bandwidth away from your
normal browsing.
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· Automatically delete files after
Controls how long downloaded files should be kept before being
automatically deleted.

 

Read more about...
· Configuring individual channels for enclosures

8.7 Fonts

This page controls the visual
presentation of Awasu.

 
· Use bold fonts

Shows channels with new content and newly-received feed
items in a bold font.

· Italicize read items
Shows feed items that you have already read in italics.
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8.8 Hints

Awasu will show you hints to
remind you of or let you know about certain things as they happen.
These hints can be turned off if you don't want to receive them
anymore.

This page lets you to turn these hints on and off.
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9 Customizing Awasu

9.1 Visual styles

Awasu comes with several visual styles installed as standard. Open the 
Display page in the Program Options and choose which one you would
like to use.

You can also download more styles from the Options page of the
Customize dialog.

 

Read more about...
· Customizing your menus
· Customizing your toolbars
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9.2 Docking windows

Awasu provides
sophisticated features for managing the key informational windows.
These can be docked to any side of the main window or detached and
made to float. Double-click on the window titlebars or just drag them
around.

 

If windows are docked, they
can also be made to automatically hide themselves when not in use.
Look for the small pushpin in the titlebar and click on it so that pin is
pointing to the left (or use the Window|Pin menu item).

The window will now automatically hide itself when it is not being used
i.e. when you switch to another window. To show the docking window
again, move the mouse over the narrow orange marker tab or choose
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the appropriate menu item.

 

Read more about...
· Changing Awasu's visual appearance
· Customizing your menus
· Customizing your toolbars

9.3 Customize dialog

9.3.1 Commands

To show the Customize dialog,
choose Customize from the Tools menu.

 

The first page lets you customize your toolbars and menus. Simply
drag commands from the right-hand pane and onto a toolbar or menu.
If you want to remove commands from a toolbar or menu, just drag
them off.
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9.3.2 Toolbars

This page lets you customize
your toolbars.

 

To create a new toolbar, click on the New button and give it a name.
Then drag commands from existing toolbars or menus onto the new
toolbar. If you want to remove commands, just drag them off.

The name of each toolbar button can also be shown in the toolbar by
checking the Show Text Labels box.

9.3.3 Keyboard

If you prefer to use the
keyboard instead of the mouse, you can customize your keyboard
shortcuts here.
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To create a new shortcut for a command:
· Select the command in the Category and Commands windows.
· Click inside the Press New Shortcut Key window and then press the

keyboard sequence you want to assign e.g. Control-N or Alt-F.
· Click on the Assign button to assign that keyboard sequence to the

command.
· The new keyboard shortcut will now appear in the list of Current

Keys.

 

Read more about...
· The default keyboard shortcuts

9.3.4 Menu

This page lets you customize
Awasu's menus.

 

Choose a context menu from the right-hand side of the dialog and it
will appear on the screen. You can then drag commands from other
menus or toolbars onto it. To remove commands, simply drag them off.
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9.3.5 Options

This page lets you customize
other aspects of Awasu's user interface.

 

Click on the Visualizations button to change the application's skin.
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10 Advanced features

10.1 Feed processing

Awasu allows for sophisticated processing to be performed at all stages
of a channel's update cycle. Plugin channels can be used to dynamically
generate feeds while channel hooks can perform custom actions in
response to what happens on the channel.

This section discusses
how to send specialized XML requests to a web service using SOAP
request files and how XSLT can be used to modify an XML response so
that it can be processed by Awasu.

 

Using XSLT to modify feeds

XSLT is an XML technology that can be used to modify an XML
document. Awasu deals exclusively with XML data and so is ideally
positioned to use this technology.

Channels can have an XSLT file associated with them that will be
applied to the downloaded feed, modifying it in some way before it is
processed by Awasu. For example, items can be removed from the
feed, new meta-data attached to feed items, the order of the feed
items changed, etc.

Used in conjunction with SOAP request files, this is a particularly
powerful feature since it allows Awasu to query web services (or any
other data source that publishes information using XML) and transform
the result into a feed.

Awasu comes with several XSLT files as standard.

 

Using SOAP
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SOAP

 is an XML technology that programs can use to communicate with web
services. A detailed discussion of how it works is beyond the scope of
this help file but in its simplest form, it provides a way for programs to
send a specialized request for information to another computer and get
the results back.

Channels can have a SOAP request file associated with them that will
be sent to the channel's URL using an HTTP POST (instead of the usual

HTTP GET). The results will be sent back as a SOAP response which will

then typically be converted, using XSLT, into a feed that Awasu can
process.

Awasu comes with several SOAP request files as standard.

 

Read more about...
· How to attach an XSLT file to a channel
· The XSLT's installed as standard
· How to specify a SOAP request file to be used when updating a channel
· The SOAP request files installed as standard
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11 Extras

11.1 Overview

One of the most powerful features of Awasu is its extensibility. This
section describes plugins and other add-ins that are installed as
standard. You can also download more from the Awasu web site.

If you want to write your own plugins or hooks, you will find the
necessary details in the For developers section. There are also many
samples installed in the Samples directory. And if you write something

that might be useful to somebody else, please send it in and we'll put it
up on the web site for others to download.

 

Application plugins

Application plugins add extra functionality to Awasu itself. Open the
Plugins window to see the plugins that have been installed.

The following plugins are installed as standard:
· Syndic8

Lets you search Syndic8.com for more channels.

· Google Search
Lets you monitor the results of a Google search as a feed.

· Yahoo Groups
Creates channel subscriptions for any Yahoo! message group.

 

Channel hooks

Channel hooks are small programs that hook into the flow of
information as it is processed in Awasu. These can be attached to a
channel from the Advanced page of the Channel Properties dialog.

The following hooks are installed as standard:
· Channel Monitor Window

This is a small window that can be left floating on your desktop
that shows the latest content for a channel.

· Send Email

http://www.awasu.com/downloads/ThirdParty/
mailto:support@awasu.com
http://www.awasu.com/downloads/ThirdParty/
http://www.syndic8.com
http://groups.yahoo.com
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This hook sends out an email when new feed items are received
on a channel.

 

XSLT

XSLT can be used to convert XML data into a feed or to modify an
existing feed.

The following XSLT's are supplied as standard:
· CodeProject-TheLounge.xsl

Returns the latest posts from the Code Project Lounge.

· CodeProject-MessageBoards.xsl
Returns the latest posts from the Code Project message boards.

· ReverseFeed.xsl
Accepts a feed and reverses the feed items.

This is useful for feeds that don't publish their content in reverse chronological order (as is the
custom).

 You must have MSXML 4.0 installed to use these.

 

SOAP

SOAP

 is used to send specialized requests to another computer (often a web
service).

The following SOAP request files are supplied as standard:

·

GoogleSearch-SoapRequest.xml
Queries Google's web service and lets you monitor the results
as a feed.

Check the comments in the file for details on how to set up a channel.

 You must have MSXML 4.0 installed to use these.

 

http://codeproject.com/lounge.asp
http://www.codeproject.com/script/comments/forums.asp
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=3144b72b-b4f2-46da-b4b6-c5d7485f2b42&DisplayLang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=3144b72b-b4f2-46da-b4b6-c5d7485f2b42&DisplayLang=en
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Read more about...
· Plugins
· Writing your own plugins
· Channel hooks
· Writing your own channel hooks
· Using SOAP and XSLT

11.2 Application plugins

11.2.1 Syndic8

This application plugin lets you search Syndic8.com for new channel
feeds. Simply enter the topics that you are interested in and click on
the Search button. Then click on any of the links that are returned to
start the Channel Wizard and subscribe.

 

Read more about...
· Application plugins
· Writing your own application plugins

11.2.2 Google Search

This application plugin lets you monitor the results of a Google search
as a feed.

 Please ensure that you check Google's Terms of Service before using this
plugin. You must also register with Google and configure the plugin with your
license key before you can create any channels.

 You must have MSXML 4.0 installed to use this feature.

 

Read more about...
· Application plugins
· Writing your own application plugins

11.2.3 Yahoo! Groups

This application plugin lets you create channel feeds for groups at 
Yahoo! Groups. Simply enter the name of the group you want to
subscribe to and click on the Subscribe button.

 Some Yahoo! groups require that you be logged in before you can access
them. The easiest way to do this is:

· Open a new Internet Explorer browser window.
· Log into Yahoo! and make sure the Remember my ID box is ticked.

http://www.syndic8.com
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=3144b72b-b4f2-46da-b4b6-c5d7485f2b42&DisplayLang=en
http://groups.yahoo.com
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· Restart Awasu.

 

Read more about...
· Application plugins
· Writing your own application plugins

11.3 Channel hooks

11.3.1 Channel Monitor Window

This channel hook opens a
small window that shows the current content for a channel. It can be
left floating on your desktop, even if the main Awasu window has been
minimized.

You can open feed items from this window or configure the hook itself.
Simply double-click on an item or right-click to get the context menu.

 

Configuring the channel hook

Channel hooks can be
attached to a channel from the Advanced page in the Channel
Properties dialog.

· Hide read items
Set this to True if you want to hide feed items that you have

already read.

· Always on top
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Set this to True to keep the monitor window on top of all other

windows on your desktop.

 

Read more about...
· Channel hooks
· Writing your own channel hooks

11.3.2 Send Email

This channel hook sends out emails when new content arrives on a
channel.

 

Configuring the channel hook

Channel hooks can be
attached to a channel from the Advanced page in the Channel
Properties dialog.

First, your mail server needs to be configured in the Global tab. This
only needs to be done once. Please contact your system administrator
if you are unsure of how to do this.

· Mail Server
Machine name of your mail server.

This parameter is mandatory.

· Mail Server User Name
Mail server user name (if required).

· Mail Server Password
Mail server password (if required).
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Next, configure the
settings for each hook attached to the channel:

· Send-To Email Address
The address to send the emails to.

This parameter is mandatory.

· From Email Address
The address to use as the From address in the email.

· Reply-To Email Address
The address to use as the Reply-To address in the email.

· Email Subject Line
The email subject line.

Use {%DEFAULT-SUBJECT-LINE%} as a placeholder for Awasu's default subject line, {%
CHANNEL-NAME%} for the channel's name.

· Consolidate New Feed Items
Set this to True if you want to consolidate multiple new feed

items into a single email (instead of sending out one email per
new item).

· New Feed Item Template
Path of a template file that will be used to generate the email.

· Consolidated New Feed Items Template
Path of a template file that will be used to generate the email (if
new items are being consolidated).

 

Read more about...
· Channel hooks
· Writing your own channel hooks
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12 For developers

12.1 Writing plugins

12.1.1 Introduction

There are two types of plugin:
· Channel plugins.

These generate feeds for web sites or other data sources that
don't already have one.

· Application plugins
These add new features to Awasu.

Plugins can be written in any language you want. The only requirement
is that you be able to read a Windows INI file and can write to the
console. Popular choices are scripting languages such as Python or Perl
but you could also use Java, C++ or C#!

If you want to use plugins written in a scripting language you will need
to have the appropriate scripting engine installed. Here are where you
can get some of them:

· The home page for Python is www.python.org. You will also need
the WIN32 extensions to be able to read INI files.

· ActivePerl can be obtained from ActiveState.
· The Java Runtime Environment can be downloaded from Sun.

 

Read more about...
· Getting started with channel plugins
· Defining parameters for a channel plugin
· Extending Awasu with application plugins
· Advanced plugin topics

12.1.2 Channel plugins

The simplest kind of plugin is a channel plugin so we'll start with one of
those. We'll write it in Python since it's very easy to see what's
happening, even if you don't know the language.

 

Running a simple channel plugin

Start Awasu, open the Channel Wizard and select the script file $/

Samples/SamplePythonChannel/SamplePythonChannel.py (where $

stands for where you have installed Awasu e.g. C:\Program Files

\Awasu). When you have finished going through the wizard, Awasu will

http://www.python.org
http://www.python.org/windows/win32/
http://www.activestate.com
http://java.sun.com
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call this script to generate a feed and show you the results.

The script looks like this:
HOME_URL = "http://www.test.com"
NFEEDITEMS = 10
# generate the RSS feed
print "<RSS>"
print "<CHANNEL>"
print
print "<TITLE>Sample Python Channel</TITLE>"
print "<LINK>" + HOME_URL + "</LINK>"
print "<DESCRIPTION>This is a dummy RSS feed generated by the sample Python channel plugin.</DESCRIPTION>"
print
for i in range(1,NFEEDITEMS+1) :
    print "<ITEM>"
    print "    <TITLE>Item " + str(i) + "</TITLE>"
    print "    <LINK>" + HOME_URL + "/item" + str(i) + ".html</LINK>"
    print "    <DESCRIPTION>This is a dummy description for item " + str(i) + "</DESCRIPTION>"
    print "</ITEM>"
    print
print "</CHANNEL>"
print "</RSS>"

That's it! Plugins are simply required to print out their feed to the
console and Awasu will take it from there. We won't go into the details
of the exact format of an feed here but it's easy to see how things are
organized. You will find an example feed in the Samples directory. Most

of the time, you won't need anything more than this.

 

How plugins are run

A few notes about how plugins are run:
· Awasu determines which program to run by checking the script's

file extension and looking up the appropriate association in the
Windows Registry. Most of the time, the scripting engine will set
this up for you when it is installed but it is possible to override this
or add new ones to Awasu if necessary. Details are given in the 
appendix. You should definitely read this section if you are writing
plugins in Java.

· If the plugin writes anything to the error console (stderr) or
returns a non-zero exit code, this will be treated as an error by
Awasu and processing will be aborted. In the example above, we
simply run off the end of the script which will return a zero exit
code by default.

· The plugin will be run in the directory in which the script resides.
For a stand-alone script this is not important but will be relevant if
the script needs to locate data files or other helper scripts.
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12.1.3 Plugin parameters

In the example given in the previous section, the home URL and
number of feed items to generate were hard-coded in the script. It is
possible to add parameters to a plugin that can be set individually for
each channel so now, we'll extend the script to let the user configure
these two values.

 

Setting up parameters for a channel plugin

Start the Channel Wizard and select the script SamplePythonChannel2.

py. This time there will be an extra step in the wizard that lets you set

the home URL and the number of feed items to generate.

To define plugin parameters, you simply need to create a file (in the
same directory) that has the same name as the script but with a .

plugin extension. It should look something like this:
[ChannelParameterDefinition-1]
Name=HomeUrl
Type=string
DefaultValue=http://www.test.com
Description=Our dummy home URL.
[ChannelParameterDefinition-2]
Name=nItems
Type=int
DefaultValue=15
Description=The number of dummy feed items to generate.

Each section defines a new parameter and can be repeated as many
times as required. The exact format of this file is given in the appendix.

 

Getting parameter values at runtime

When the script is run, it receives a single command-line parameter,
the path to an INI file that contains the values for these parameters for
the channel requesting the feed. For this example, if the user had
changed the number of items to generate but left the home URL with
the default value, the plugin will be given an INI file that might look
like this:

[ChannelParameters]
HomeUrl=http://www.test.com
nItems=8

We now simply need to modify the script to read these values from the
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INI file:
# get the name of the INI file
configFilename = sys.argv[1]
# get our channel parameters
HOME_URL = win32api.GetProfileVal( "ChannelParameters" , "HomeUrl" , "" , configFilename )
NFEEDITEMS = win32api.GetProfileVal( "ChannelParameters" , "nItems" , 0 , configFilename )
# the rest of the script is the same...

Now you can create as many channels as you like using the same script
but with different parameters.

 

12.1.4 Application plugins

Writing an application plugin is a very similar process to writing a
channel plugin. However, instead of being selected via the Channel
Wizard, they are loaded by Awasu when it starts and appear in the
Plugins window.

 

How Awasu loads application plugins

To see an application plugin in action, copy the two files in the 
SamplePythonPlugin directory to $/AppPlugins and restart Awasu.

You should see a new entry in the Plugins window.

When Awasu starts, it scans $/AppPlugins and its sub-directories

looking for files with a .plugin extension. This file contains information

about the plugin:
[Config]
Plugin=SamplePythonPlugin.py
AppPluginId=SamplePythonPlugin
AppPluginDisplayName=Sample Python Plugin

The Plugin parameter gives the name of the plugin script, which must

reside in the same directory. AppPluginId must be a unique identifier

string while AppPluginDisplayName is the display name that the user

will see.

 

How the application plugin's start page is generated

When the user first opens the plugin from the Plugins window, the
plugin will be asked to generate an initial HTML page that will be shown
to the user. The plugin script will be run with a Windows INI file as
before, but with a few more parameters:

[System]
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Command=...
AppServerUrl=...
PluginServerUrl=...

where the Command parameter specifies what the plugin is being asked

to do. In this case, it will be GenerateMainPage and the plugin should

accordingly print out an HTML page that Awasu will show to the user in
a browser window.

 

Setting up parameters for the application plugin

As before, you can define channel parameters for the plugin. This
example, however, also defines a global plugin parameter:

[PluginParameterDefinition-1]
Name=DomainName
Type=string
DefaultValue=http://www.test.com
Description=Domain name for generated URL's.
[ChannelParameterDefinition-1]
Name=nItems
Type=int
DefaultValue=10
Description=Number of items to generate.
[ChannelParameterDefinition-2]
Name=ItemTitleStem
Type=string
DefaultValue=Item Title
Description=Stem to use for generated item titles.
[ChannelParameterDefinition-3]
Name=GenerateDescriptions
Type=bool
DefaultValue=1
Description=Flags if descriptions should be generated for feed items.

Global plugin parameters (defined in PluginParameterDefinition-
sections) are shared by all channels serviced by the plugin. In other
words, if the user changes their values, it will affect every channel. This
example also defines 3 per-channel parameters that can be set
independently for each channel.

 

Writing interactive application plugins

It is possible to embed special links in the generated HTML page that
will cause a request to be routed back to the plugin when the user
clicks on them. This lets users interact with the plugin. The general
format of these URL's looks like this:

PLUGIN_SERVER_URL/APP_PLUGIN_ID/RequestName?ParamString

where PLUGIN_SERVER_URL is the string defined by the

PluginServerUrl value in the INI file and APP_PLUGIN_ID is the

plugin's ID. RequestName and ParamString can be anything you like

(as long as the URL remains valid) and will be passed back to the
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plugin when the user clicks on the link. For example, if your HTML-
generation code looked something like this:

url = PLUGIN_SERVER_URL + "/" + APP_PLUGIN_ID + "/foo/bar?p1=hello&p2=world"
print "<A href='" + url + "'>Click here!</A>"

when the user clicks on the link, the plugin will be called with the
following information in the INI file:

[System]
Command=ProcessRequest
PluginRequest=foo/bar
ParamString=p1=Hello&p2=World

 

Sending requests to Awasu

Requests can be sent to the main Awasu application in a similar way.
This time, you use the URL stem specified in the 

AppServerUrl

 parameter. For example, to embed a link that lets users subscribe to
Awasu's feed, you would do something like this:

url = APP_SERVER_URL + "/subscribe?url=http://www.awasu.com/news.rss"

print "Click <

A href='" + url + "'>here<

/A> to subscribe to Awasu."

A list of valid requests is given in the 

appendix. If you're technically-minded, a description of how this all
works can also be found in the appendix.

 

How the sample application plugin works

Getting back to our sample plugin, the script starts off with this piece of
code (at the bottom of the file):

# get the name of the INI file
configFilename = sys.argv[1]
# process the requested command
scriptCmd = win32api.GetProfileVal( SYSTEM_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "Command" , "" , configFilename )
if scriptCmd == "GenerateMainPage" :
    generateMainPage( configFilename )
elif scriptCmd == "ProcessRequest" :
    pluginRequest = win32api.GetProfileVal( SYSTEM_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "PluginRequest" , "" , configFilename )
    paramString = win32api.GetProfileVal( SYSTEM_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "ParamString" , "" , configFilename )
    processRequest( configFilename , pluginRequest , paramString )
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else :
    raise PluginError , "Unknown script command: "+scriptCmd

We get the name of our INI file and determine what we're being asked
to do i.e. generate the main page or process a request (because the
user clicked on a link that has been routed back to us). An exception is
raised if an error occurs which will print a message to the error
console. Awasu will detect this and treat it as an error.

This is the generateMainPage() function that builds the plugin's initial

HTML page:
# get the app settings
appServerUrl = win32api.GetProfileVal( SYSTEM_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "AppServerUrl" , "" , configFilename )
if appServerUrl == "" :
 raise PluginError , "No app server URL was specified."
appPluginServerUrl = win32api.GetProfileVal( SYSTEM_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "AppPluginServerUrl" , "" , configFilename )
if appPluginServerUrl == "" :
 raise PluginError , "No app plugin server URL was specified."
# get the plugin settings
domainName = win32api.GetProfileVal( PLUGIN_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "DomainName" , "" , configFilename )
if domainName == "" :
 raise PluginError , "No domain name was specified."
# generate a URL that will let the user subscribe to a channel that
# we will generate. We embed some information in URL path and parameters
# for demonstration purposes. These will get passed in to processRequest()
# when the channel is updated.
url = appServerUrl + "/subscribe"
url = url + "?url=" + appPluginServerUrl + "/" + APP_PLUGIN_ID + "/foo/bar"
url = url + "?p1=Hello%26p2=World"
# generate the main page
print "<HTML>"
print "<BODY>"
print "<H2>Sample Python Plugin</H2>"
print "<P>This is the main page for the sample Python plugin."
print "<P>The plugin settings are:"
print "<UL>"
print "    <LI>DomainName: " + domainName
print "</UL>"
print "<P>Click <A href='" + url + "'>here</A> to subscribe to a test channel."
print "</BODY>"
print "</HTML>"

We insert a link that will send a channel subscription request to Awasu
for a URL that will be routed back to us when it is used. In other words,
when Awasu goes to update the channel, the URL tells it that the
channel is actually being generated by a plugin. The plugin is then run
again with the Command parameter set to ProcessRequest and our

processRequest() function is called:
# get the plugin settings
domainName = win32api.GetProfileVal( PLUGIN_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "DomainName" , "" , configFilename )
if domainName == "" :
    raise PluginError , "No domain name was specified."
# Get the channel settings
nItems = win32api.GetProfileVal( CHANNEL_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "nItems" , 15 , configFilename )
itemTitleStem = win32api.GetProfileVal( CHANNEL_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "ItemTitleStem" , "Item Title" , configFilename )
generateDescriptions = win32api.GetProfileVal( CHANNEL_PARAMETERS_SECTION_NAME , "GenerateDescriptions" , 1 , configFilename )
# put together a channel description
description = ... # code not relevant to this discussion snipped here
# generate the RSS feed
print "<RSS>"
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print "<CHANNEL>"
print
print "<TITLE>Sample Python Plugin</TITLE>"
print "<LINK>" + domainName + "</LINK>"
print "<DESCRIPTION><![CDATA[" + description + "</DESCRIPTION>"
print
for i in range(1,nItems+1) :
    print "<ITEM>"
    print "    <TITLE>" + itemTitleStem + "-" + str(i) + "</TITLE>"
    print "    <LINK>" + domainName + "/item" + str(i) + ".html</LINK>"
    if generateDescriptions :
        print "    <DESCRIPTION>This is a dummy description for item " + str(i) + "</DESCRIPTION>"
    print "</ITEM>"
    print
print "</CHANNEL>"
print "</RSS>"

12.1.5 Querying a database

The Java sample plugin is a little more advanced. It provides two
channels that can be subscribed to but instead of generating dummy
data, it queries a database and returns a feed for the rows it finds.

Compile the Java files and copy the .class, .plugin and .mdb files to

$/AppPlugins and restart Awasu. You should see a new entry in the

Plugins window.

 

How the sample plugin works

One of the tables contains hypothetical data for a company's sales and
you can see the plugin in action by subscribing to this channel and then
adding a row to the database. The next time the channel updates, you
will receive a notification of the new sale!

The subscription URL's on the main page are created so that they have
a database table name embedded in them. This is so that we can
determine which table to query when Awasu calls us to generate a
channel feed:

StringBuffer buf = new StringBuffer() ;
buf.append( "<A href='" ) ;
buf.append( appServerUrl + "/subscribe" ) ;
buf.append( "?url=" + appPluginServerUrl + "/" + APP_PLUGIN_ID + "/" + tableName ) ;
buf.append( "'>" ) ;
buf.append( tableName ) ;
buf.append( "</A>" ) ;

When Awasu calls the script to generate a feed, it passes us whatever
information we may have embedded in the URL. In our case, this will
be the table name which we query and generate a feed for accordingly:

// prepare the SQL query
String sql ;
if ( maxRows < 0 )
    sql = "SELECT * FROM tblCustomerSales" ;
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else
    sql = "SELECT TOP " + Integer.toString(maxRows) + " * FROM tblCustomerSales" ;
Statement stmt = conn.createStatement() ;
ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery( sql ) ;
// generate the RSS feed
StringBuffer rssBuf = new StringBuffer() ;
rssBuf.append( "<RSS>\n" ) ;
rssBuf.append( "<CHANNEL>\n" ) ;
rssBuf.append( "<LINK>http://intranet/sales</LINK>\n" ) ;
rssBuf.append( "<TITLE>Latest Customer Sales</TITLE>\n" ) ;
while( rs.next() )
{
    rssBuf.append( "<ITEM>\n" ) ;
    // NOTE: This is a dummy URL that demonstrates how one might be generated for a given sales item.
    String url = "http://intranet/sales/" + rs.getString("ID") ;
    rssBuf.append( "<LINK>" + url + "</LINK>\n" ) ;
    String title = rs.getString("CustomerName") + " ($" + rs.getInt("Amount") + ")" ;
    rssBuf.append( "<TITLE>" + title + "</TITLE>\n" ) ;
    StringBuffer buf = new StringBuffer() ;
    buf.append( rs.getDate("DateOfSale").toString() + ": " ) ;
    buf.append( rs.getString("ItemCount") + " x " + rs.getString("ItemName") ) ;
    String comments = rs.getString("Comments") ;
    if ( comments != null )
        buf.append( "<br><i>" + comments + "</i>" ) ;
    rssBuf.append( "<DESCRIPTION><![CDATA[" + buf.toString() + "]]></DESCRIPTION>\n" ) ;
    rssBuf.append( "</ITEM>\n" ) ;
}
rssBuf.append( "</CHANNEL>\n" ) ;
rssBuf.append( "</RSS>\n" ) ;
System.out.println( rssBuf.toString() ) ;

12.1.6 Summary

As you have seen, it's pretty easy to write Awasu plugins, whether they
be channel plugins that dynamically generate a feed or application
plugins that extend Awasu itself.

One of the key features of Awasu's plugin architecture is that not only
can you write a plugin in any language you choose, you can also write
it outside of Awasu in whatever development environment you may
have. All you have to do is set up an INI file containing the appropriate
parameters and pass it to your script as the command-line argument.
Once everything is working, simply plug it in!

Finally, if you write a plugin that might be useful to others, please send
it in and we'll put it up on the web site for everyone to use. Thanks!

12.1.7 Appendix

12.1.7.1 Plugin configuration file

The plugin configuration file (.plugin extension) is used by both

channel and application plugins.
· It is optional for channel plugins and is only used if the plugin

wants to define parameters. This file must reside in the same

mailto:support@awasu.com
mailto:support@awasu.com
http://www.awasu.com/downloads/ThirdParty/
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directory as the plugin script itself and have the same name
(except for the extension).

· It is mandatory for application plugins and must reside in the $/

AppPlugins directory (or sub-directory) where it will be read by

Awasu when it starts. It must contain at least the name of the
plugin script, which must reside in the same directory. It can also
contain definitions of any global or per-channel parameters.

The format of this file is as follows:
[Config]
Plugin=                  // Plugin script file. Must be in the same directory.
AppPluginId=             // Application plugin ID. Must be unique within Awasu and contain only
                         //   letters, digits and underscores.
AppPluginDisplayName=    // Application plugin display name that the user will see.
AuthorName=              // Plugin author's name (optional).
AuthorEmailAddress=      // Plugin author's email address (optional).
PluginNotes=             // User notes (optional).

 

Defining plugin parameters

Plugins can also define user-configurable parameters. Global plugin
parameters apply to all channels being serviced by the plugin and are
defined as follows:

[PluginParameterDefinition-1]
Name=           // Parameter name. Must be unique.
Type=           // Parameter type. Must be one of "int", "bool", "string", "double" or "file".
DefaultValue=   // Default value (optional).
Description=    // Description of the parameter (optional).

This information can be repeated for as many parameters as the plugin
wishes to define, just keep incrementing the number in the section
name.

Per-channel parameters are defined in a similar way. Each channel will
get its own copy of these parameters, allowing the user to configure
them independently of other channels:

[ChannelParameterDefinition-1]
Name=           // Parameter name. Must be unique.
Type=           // Parameter type. Must be one of "int", "bool", "string", "double" or "file".
DefaultValue=   // Default value (optional).
Description=    // Description of the parameter (optional).

 

Special plugin parameters
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There are several parameters that have special meaning for Awasu.

· DownloadUrl
Contains the URL of a file that Awasu will download on behalf of
the plugin.

This is useful since Awasu will take care of cookies and proxies. Authentication details can be
set in the optional DownloadUrl_UserName and DownloadUrl_Password parameters.
When the plugin is run, the path to the downloaded file will be passed to the plugin in the 
DownloadUrlFile parameter in the [System] section of the INI file.

· ScriptTimeout
Specifies how long the script will be allowed to run (in seconds)
before Awasu will abort it.

If this parameter is not present, Awasu will use the global default value set in the Program
Options.

 

12.1.7.2 Plugin request INI file

Every time a plugin script is run, regardless of whether it is a channel
or application plugin, it will receive a single command-line parameter,
the path of a Windows INI file that contains information about what the
plugin is being asked to do.

This is a list of the parameters present in this INI file:
[System]
Command=                // Plugin command ("GenerateMainPage" or "ProcessRequest").
PluginRequest=          // Plugin request (for "ProcessRequest" commands).
ParamString=            // Plugin request parameters (for "ProcessRequest" commands).
AppServerUrl=           // URL stem for requests to be sent to Awasu.
AppPluginServerUrl=     // URL stem for requests to be sent to a plugin.
UserName=               // Current user's logon name.
UserConfigFile=         // Location of the user's config file.
ChannelConfigFile=      // Location of the channel's config file. This will be set if
                        //   the plugin is being called to generate a channel's feed.
DownloadUrlFile=        // If the plugin requested Awasu download a file for it (because it has a DownloadUrl
                        //   parameter defined), this will contain the path to the downloaded file.
ChannelsDir=            // Location of the user's channel config files.
AppPluginsDir=          // Location of the application plugin directory.
VersionString=          // Awasu version string.
[PluginParameters]
... // One entry for each global parameter defined by the plugin in the format name=value.
[ChannelParameters]
... // One entry for each per-channel parameter defined by the plugin in the format name=value.

 

12.1.7.3 Application server requests

Application plugins can insert links in an HTML page that send requests
to Awasu.
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Using the AppServerUrl parameter in the INI file that is passed to the

script, URL's can be constructed with the form:
APP_SERVER_URL/RequestName?ParamString

The following request types are available:
· APP_SERVER_URL/subscribe?url=...

This will start the Channel Wizard with the specified URL.

· APP_SERVER_URL/opml?url=...
This will start the Import from OPML dialog with the specified
URL.

· APP_SERVER_URL/workpad?url=...
This will add the specified URL to the default workpad.

· APP_SERVER_URL/openUrl?url=...
This will open the specified URL in an Awasu window.

 

12.1.7.4 Plugin server requests

Application plugins can insert links in an HTML page that send a request
back to itself if the user clicks on them.

Using the PluginServerUrl parameter that is passed to the script,

URL's can be constructed with the form:
PLUGIN_SERVER_URL/APP_PLUGIN_ID/PluginRequest?ParamString

where APP_PLUGIN_ID is the target plugin's ID and PluginRequest and

ParamString can be whatever you like. When the user clicks on this

link, the script will be run with the following INI file:
[System]
Command=ProcessRequest
PluginRequest=...
ParamString=...

 

12.1.7.5 File associations

Awasu will usually use the file associations stored in the Windows
Registry to determine which application to run a script with.
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Configuring Awasu to run Java plugins

Since Java does not make an association for .class files when it is

installed, Awasu creates one internally:
.class = java.exe "%1" "%2"

However, this assumes that java.exe is in your path. If this is not the

case or you want to create other associations, create a GLOBAL.INI file

in the same directory as the Awasu executable (e.g. C:\Program Files

\Awasu) that looks like this:
[Scripting File Associations]
.class=c:\jre\java.exe "%1" "%2"

Use %1 as a placeholder for the script name and %2 for the INI file that

will be passed in to the script. It is recommended that you wrap these
placeholders in quotes to safeguard against any paths that have spaces
in them.

 

Extending the plugin browser dialog

It is also possible to provide additional file types to users when they are
browsing for plugins by adding entries to the 

GLOBAL.INI file in the following format:
[Script File Types]
.rb=Ruby scripts

Awasu adds the following entries by default:
.EXE=Executables
.PY=Python scripts
.PL=Perl scripts
.CLASS=Java scripts

 

12.1.7.6 How requests are sent to Awasu

Awasu passes a string to plugins via the PluginServerUrl parameter

in the INI file that will look something like this:
http://127.0.0.1:12345

Plugins can then use this value to generate and insert URL's into a page
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that would then look like this:
http://127.0.0.1:12345/MyAppPluginId/foo/bar?p1=hello?p2=world

Awasu will be listening on the appropriate port and will receive the
HTTP request when the user clicks on the link. It figures out which
plugin to send the request to (using the plugin ID embedded in the
URL) and inserts the request name and parameters into the plugin's
INI file, like this:

[System]
Command=ProcessRequest
PluginRequest=foo/bar
ParamString=p1=Hello&p2=World

The plugin can then use this information to process the request
appropriately.

 You should not rely on the format of the PluginServerUrl parameter since
it will change in future version of Awasu.

 You should not rely on the port number being any particular value since the
user can change it via the Program Options.

 

12.2 Writing channel hooks

12.2.1 Introduction

Channel hooks are small programs that can be attached to a channel
that get run whenever something of interest happens on that channel.

They work in exactly the same way as plugins except that while
channel plugins are run whenever the channel needs to be updated,
channel hooks are run whenever an event occurs on the channel.

This section assumes that you are already familiar with how plugins
work.

 

Read more about...
· Setting up the channel hook
· Registering the channel hook for for events
· Defining parameters for the channel hook
· Defining commands for the channel hook
· How channel hooks are invoked
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12.2.2 Getting started

Channel hooks are set up by creating a configuration file that has a .

HOOK extension. The main parameters are defined like this:
[Config]
ScriptFilename=...
DisplayName=...
AuthorName=...
AuthorEmailAddress=...
Notes=...

ScriptFilename specifies where the actual channel hook script lives. If

it is not an absolute path then it is assumed that it is in the same
directory as the .HOOK file.

 

Registering for events

Channel hooks must register for the events that they want to be called
for. The available events are:

· ChannelHookLoaded
Raised when the channel hook has been loaded.

· ChannelHookAttached
Raised when the channel hook has been attached to the
channel.

· ChannelHookDetached
Raised when the channel hook has been detached from the
channel.

· BeginChannelUpdate
Raised just before the channel is updated.

· EndChannelUpdate
Raised after the channel has been updated.

· NewFeedItem
Raised when a new feed item has been received for the
channel.

A new process is started to run the channel hook for every event. If a hook wants to be
notified of new feed items, it is far better to register for the ConsolidatedNewFeedItems event
(to handle all the new feed items in one go), rather than the NewFeedItem event (which will be
much slower since it will incur a run of the channel hook for each new feed item).

· ConsolidatedNewFeedItems
Raised when one or more new feed items have been received
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for the channel.

· ChannelAutoDownloadCompleted
Raised after an enclosure has finished being downloaded.

· ChannelAutoDownloadCleanup
Raised just before a previously-downloaded enclosure is deleted
(because it is too old).

· MarkFeedItemAsViewed
Raised when a feed item is marked as read/unread.

· MarkAllFeedItemsAsViewed
Raised when all feed items are marked as read/unread.

· ChannelConfigChanged
Raised whenever the channel's configuration is changed.

· ChannelError
Raised whenever an error occurs on the channel.

A channel hook indicates that it wants to be notified of an event by
including it in the [Events] section in the .HOOK file. For example:

[Events]
BeginChannelUpdate=1
ConsolidatedNewFeedItems=1

Whenever an event the channel hook has registered for occurs, it will
be called and passed an INI file that contains detailed information
about the event.

 

Read more about...
· How channel hooks are invoked

12.2.3 Defining parameters

Channel hooks can define parameters that the user can set to control
its operation. There are two types of parameter:

· Global parameters
These apply to all instances of the channel hook.

· Instance parameters
These apply to only a single instance of the channel hook.
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Global parameters

Global parameters are defined in the .HOOK file like this:
[GlobalChannelHookParameterDefinition-1]
Name=...
Type=...
DefaultValue=...
Description=...
[GlobalChannelHookParameterDefinition-2]
Name=...
Type=...
DefaultValue=...
Description=...
etc...

The values that the user sets for these parameters will apply to all
instances of the channel hook.

 

Instance parameters

Instance parameters are defined in the 

.HOOK file like this:
[ChannelHookParameterDefinition-1]
Name=...
Type=...
DefaultValue=...
Description=...
[ChannelHookParameterDefinition-2]
Name=...
Type=...
DefaultValue=...
Description=...
etc...

The user can set values for these parameters individually for each
channel.

 

Read more about...
· Defining commands for the channel hook

12.2.4 Defining commands

One way that channel hooks differ from plugins is that hooks can define
commands that the user can invoke to instruct the hook to do
something. For example, the Channel Monitor Window hook defines
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commands to open and close the monitor window.

Commands are defined in the .

HOOK file like this:
[ChannelHookCommandDefinition-1]
Name=...
DisplayName=...
[ChannelHookCommandDefinition-2]
Name=...
DisplayName=...
etc...

Commands defined here will appear in the My Channels context menu
and Edit main menu when the channel is active (see screenshot).

 

Read more about...
· Defining parameters for the channel hook

12.2.5 How channel hooks are invoked

Channel hooks are invoked in exactly the same way as plugins: Awasu
generates a Windows INI file that contains information about the event
and the path to this file is passed to the channel hook as its command-
line parameter.

Channel hooks are invoked by Awasu for two reasons:
· In response to an event occurring on the channel. The config file

will look like this:
[Config]
Command=ProcessEvent
EventName=...
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· The user is sending a command to the channel hook. The config
file will look like this:

[Config]
Command=ProcessCommand
CommandName=...

Global parameter values can be retrieved (by parameter name) from
the [GlobalChannelHookParameters] section, instance parameter

values from [ChannelHookParameters].

 

Read more about...
· Registering the channel hook for events
· Defining commands for the channel hook
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13 Online resources

13.1 Awasu website

13.2 Weblog

13.3 Frequently asked questions

13.4 Forums
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14 Appendix

14.1 Keyboard interface

Awasu has been designed to let you browse as quickly as possible from
the keyboard.

Here are some of the default keyboard commands. You can always
change them from the Keyboard page of the Customize dialog.

 F4 Shows the My Channels window.

 F10 Opens the next channel from My Channels.

 
Ctrl-
O

Opens the currently-selected channel or plugin.

 
Ctrl-
U

Gets the latest feed for the current channel.

 
Ctrl-
N

Starts the Channel Wizard.

   

 F9 Shows the current channel's summary page.

 F7 Shows or hides the item pane.

 
Ctrl-
F7

Resizes the item pane.

 F8 Opens the next feed item.

 
Shift-
F8

Opens the previous feed item.

   

 
Ctrl-
Alt-A

Shows all feed items for the channel.

 
Ctrl-
Alt-U

Shows only unread feed items for the channel.

 
Ctrl-
Alt-N

Shows only new feed items for the channel.

   

 
Ctrl-
Alt-L

Shows complete feed items for the channel.

 
Ctrl-
Alt-E

Shows extracts of each feed item for the channel.

 
Ctrl-
Alt-P

Shows each feed item as plain-text for the channel.

   

 
Ctrl-
F9

Shows or hides the navbar.
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 F6 Switches focus between panes.

 
Ctrl-
F4

Closes the current window.

   

 
Ctrl-
W

Adds a feed item to the default workpad.

 
Ctrl-
Shift-
W

Adds a URL to the default workpad from the clipboard.

 Ctrl-L Shows the Channel Filters dialog.

   

 F11 Switches in and out of full-screen mode.

 F1 Shows the online help.

 

Read more about...
· Customizing your keyboard shortcuts

14.2 Additional options

There are a number of rarely-used configuration options that are not
available from the normal user interface but can be adjusted manually.

To change these, you must first ensure that Awasu is not running. It
may take a while for Awasu to finish, even after the main window has
closed, so either use Task Manager to determine when it has really
finished or just wait for a minute. Then open your user's CONFIG.INI

file in Notepad. If you have installed Awasu in the default location, you
will find this file at C:\Program Files\Awasu\Users\YOUR-NAME
\config.ini

 

Miscellaneous
· EmailUrlSubjectLine

The subject line to use when emailing feed item URL's.

· EmailUrlBodyTemplate
The message to use when emailing feed item URL's. Use {%%URL

%%} as a placeholder for where you want the URL to appear.

· EnableActiveFtp
Flags if active FTP should be used when uploading/downloading
files (0=no, 1=yes).
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· MaxChannelSummaryFeedItems
Controls the maximum number of feed items to show in channel
summaries (0=unlimited).

· FeedItemDescriptionExcerptMinWords/MaxWords
The minimum and maximum number of words allowed when
generating feed item excerpts.

· DisableItemRevisionsIndicator
Flags if item revisions should be disabled (0=no, 1=yes).

· EnableNewChannelExpiryByDefault
Flags if new channels should be set to expire by default when
running the Channel Wizard (0=no, 1=yes).

If this option is turned on, then DefaultChannelExpiry controls the default expiry interval
(in days).

· ShowFeedXmlFileExtn
The file extension to use when showing a channel's feed XML.

When Awasu shows the last feed received for a channel as XML, it puts it into a temp file and
opens that file. By default, a .TXT file extension is used since the default handler for .XML
files is usually Internet Explorer which won't show the XML if it is invalid. However, if you have
another association for .XML files (e.g. a proper XML editor), you may want to change the
extension of Awasu's temp files back to .XML so that your editor will be launched instead.

· EnableChannelFilterWizard
Flags if the Channel Filter Wizard should be used when creating
new channel filters instead of a blank channel filter dialog
(0=no, 1=yes).

You can always override the default behavior by holding down the SHIFT key when clicking on
the New Channel Wizard button.

· EnableChannelReportWizard
Flags if the Channel Report Wizard should be used when
creating new channel reports instead of a blank channel report
dialog (0=no, 1=yes).

You can always override the default behavior by holding down the SHIFT key when clicking on
the New Channel Report button.

· ConnectionCheckModeFlags
Controls how Awasu checks if an Internet connection is present
and active.

Windows unfortunately makes checking for an active Internet connection a slightly unreliable
process so if you are having trouble getting this feature to work properly, please post in the 
forums and we'll give you some things to try here.

· DisableInternetConnCaching
Flags if WinInet caching should be disabled (0=no, 1=yes).

· ChangedChannelFeedUrlsThreshold
Controls the number of channels that must have their feed URL
automatically changed by the publisher before Awasu warns you
.

· NewReleaseCheckInterval
Controls how long Awasu should wait between checking for new

http://www.awasu.com/forums/
http://www.awasu.com/help/redirects/
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releases (in days).

· OptimizeReminderInterval
Controls how long Awasu should wait between reminding you to
optimize the archive database (in days, 0=disable).

· OptimizeReminderInterval2
Controls how long Awasu should wait between reminding you to
optimize the archive database if an optimization is overdue (in
days).

· SearchResultsPageSize
Controls the number of items shown on each page of search
results.

· MaxSearchResults
The maximum number of results that can be returned by a
search query.

· EnableStemming
Flags if stemming should be enabled or disabled in the search
engine (0=no, 1=yes).

Changing this value requires the search index to be rebuilt using ArchiveMaintenance.exe.

· TranslateSmartQuotes
Flags if Microsoft's "smart quotes" should be translated into
normal quotes before launching external tools.

· NoRecentContentInterval
When cleaning up channels, this parameter controls how many
days a channel can not receive any new content before it is
considered a candidate for clean-up.

· FailedAutoDownloadRetryInterval
If an enclosure download fails, this parameters controls how
long to wait before trying again (in seconds).

 

UI-related
· ControlCenterTabPos

Controls where the tabs will appear in the Control Center
(0=bottom, 1=top).

· MyChannelsToolbarPos
Controls where the My Channels toolbar will appear (0=top,
1=bottom, 2=hide).

· LockMyChannelsFoldersExpanded
Flags if My Channels folders should be locked open (0=no,
1=yes).

· AutoToggleMyChannelsFolders
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Flags if Awasu should automatically open/close folders in My
Channels when changing channel filters (0=no, 1=yes).

· MaxNotificationQueueLength
Controls the maximum number of notifications that can be
queued (0=unlimited).

Awasu queues notification balloons since they will usually be generated faster than they are
shown. Once the queue length limit specified here is reached, any subsequent notifications
will be discarded. Disabling this feature is not recommended since it can cause Awasu to use
large amounts of memory as the queue gets longer.

· NotificationBalloonAnimationTime.
Controls the speed of the fade in/out effect of notification
balloons (in milliseconds).

· MaxNotificationBalloonNewFeedItems
Controls the maximum number of feed items to show in a single
notification balloon (if new feed items are being consolidated).

· ShowNotificationBalloonCloseIcon
Flags if the close-window icon should be shown in notification
balloons (0=no, 1=yes).

If this option is turned on, SmallNotificationBalloonCloseIcon flags if a smaller close-
window icon should be shown (0=no, 1=yes).

· DisableTrayAnimationIfActiveWindow
Flags if the system tray icon should animate when new feed
items are received and Awasu is the active window (0=no,
1=yes).

· MdiTabsStyle
Controls the appearance of the browser tabs (a value between 0
and 5).

· ChannelWindowInitialFocus
Controls where the initial focus should be set when a channel's
window is opened (0=item pane, 1=browser pane).

· MaxActivityLogMsgs
The maximum number of messages to show in the Activity Log.

· ActivityLogFontName
Controls which font to use for the Activity Log.

· ActivityLogFontSize
Controls the Activity Log font size (in points).

· ActivityLogFgdCol
Controls which foreground color to use in the Activity Log (as an
RGB value).

· ActivityLogBgdCol
Controls which background color to use in the Activity Log (as
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an RGB value).

· MaxErrorLogMsgs
The maximum number of messages to show in the Error Log.

· ErrorLogFontName
Controls which font to use for the Error Log.

· ErrorLogFontSize
Controls the Error Log font size (in points).

· ErrorLogFgdCol
Controls which foreground color to use in the Error Log (as an
RGB value).

· ErrorLogBgdCol
Controls which background color to use in the Error Log (as an
RGB value).

· TrayMenuFontName
Controls which font to use for the system tray menu.

· TrayMenuChannelsFgdCol
Controls which foreground color to use for channels in the
system tray menu (as an RGB value).

· TrayMenuChannelsBgdCol
Controls which background color to use for channels in the
system tray menu (as an RGB value).

· BoldTrayMenuChannels
Flags if channels should be shown using a bold font in the
system tray menu (0=no, 1=yes).

· TrayMenuFeedItemsFgdCol
Controls the foreground color to use for feed items in the
system tray menu (as an RGB value).

· TrayMenuFeedItemsBgdCol
Controls the background color to use for feed items in the
system tray menu (as an RGB value).

· TrayMenuViewedFeedItemsFgdCol
Controls the foreground color to use for viewed feed items in
the system tray menu (as an RGB value).

· TrayMenuViewedFeedItemsBgdCol
Controls the background color to use for viewed feed items in
the system tray menu (as an RGB value).

· ItalicViewedTrayMenuFeedItems
Flags if viewed feed items should be shown using an italic font
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in the system tray menu (0=no, 1=yes).

 

Internet Explorer context menu

The text that appears in the right-click menu in Internet Explorer
windows can be changed. By default, these are configured as follows:

·

IeAddToWorkpad
 = Add to Awasu workpad

· IeSubscribe = Subscribe in A&wasu
· IeOpenInDefaultBrowser = Open in default browser
· IeOpenInAwasu = Open in Awasu

 

14.3 Copyright

Copyright © Awasu Pty. Ltd. 2002-5. All rights reserved.

Awasu and the stylized Japanese character in the orange box are
trademarks of Awasu Pty. Ltd. Other brands and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners. Awasu Pty. Ltd. believes the
information in this publication is accurate as of its publication date.
Such information is subject to change without notice. Awasu Pty. Ltd. is
not responsible for inadvertent errors.
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